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l\1r: · Presid~nt, · Delegates, Sisters ·and B.rothm! 
, . L. -• 

' . I '·. ,.._ 

I consider it a proud privilege to welcome you on be
half of the Reception Committee of the Hydetabad Session 
of the Indian National Congress. While doing so· I am 
quite conscious of the inadequacy of the arrangements 
which is likely, to cause much inconvenience to you. What
ever we have been able to do during the short period and 
with meagre resources at our disposal, has been done in 
all humility. It is natural that we have not been able to 
look to all the requirements of every individual. We have 
done our best. I beg to be excused for not having made 
arrangements befitting the occasion as this. 

This is the first occasion for us in Hyderabad to have 
you all amidst us. Jaipur had the unique honour of hold
ing the Session of the Congress for the first time in the for
mer Indian State. The second opportunity has been given 
to Hyderabad, once the premier state of India. If I re
member right, this Session of the Congress is being held 
in farther south of India after a lapse of abou: 12 years. In 
a way it has drawn the attention of a large number of sou
therners whose sympathy and goodwill has enabled us to 
shoulder this heavy responsibility. This gigantic gather
ing has attracted people from every part of India. On 
behalf of the people of Hyderabad I eJ.:press my grateful
ness to the members of the Working Committee for ha\·
ing encouraged us to hold the 58th Session of the Congress 
in this State. 

Hyderabad has been a problem State of India. This 
erstwhile premier stat~ has been described as the centre 
of gravitation of the British Empire In India. Moreover 
it was a formidable stronghold of the feudal elements. The 
reactionary forces were strongly entrenched in this part 
of the country and they threatened the very freedom whicll 
the people of India had won with great sacrifice and suffer
ings on the part of millions of men and women, young and 
old. The Azad Hyderabad slogan was not only raised by 
these sections here but armed preparations for its accom
plishment were continuously being made. It was a threat 
to the freedom and security and integrity of the whole 
nation. The people of Hyderabad under the leadership flf 
the Hyderabad State Congress refused to submit to these 
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forces of aggression and isolate themselves from the rest 
of India. The freedom struggle waged by the people of 
Hyderabad has been unique in character and nobl~ in its 
contents. The Father ofthe·N'ation took personal mtere~t 
in shaping the destiny of the people of Hyderabad and we 
had the privilege of his guidance in the most• '.Qi.fficult 
periods of our history. In the ripeness of time we had the 
benefit of the wise counsels of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru 
and also we had the privilege of seeking guidance from the 
late Sardar Vallabhbhal Patel. Many of those assembled 
in this gathering have blessed us and given us courage 
when we were engaged in a life and death struggle. The 
freedom struggle in Hyderabad which culminated ·In the 
Police Action was rightly described as the last battle of 
Indian freedom. 17th September 1948 is a red letter day 
not only for the people of Hyderabad but also for the peo
ple of India as a whole, because on this day 18 million peo
ple were liberated and Indian freedom was complete and 
whole. On this happy occasion I take the liberty to offer 
my homage to all those who have laid down their lives for 
the attainment of freedom. 

Hyderabad has been and continues to be an All-India 
pro)blem even to this day. Though many of the problems 
that face us ar.a common with those in other parts of India, 
Hyderabad has to face certain peculiar problems and situ
ations. It was in this part of the country that the Commu
nists carried on an armed struggle to overthrow the Go
,·emment of free India. The pangs which the people had 
to ~utrer in wake of this struggle are still green in our 
men.ory. It would not be incorrect to say that the demo
cratic forces In Hyderabad have to face a formidable anti
national force. Secondly Hyderabad State will continue to 
draw the attention of the conscious sections of the Indian 
people even in future for yet another reason. This State 
consists of three linguistic zones, Andhra, Mabarashtra and 
l"arnatak which are contiguous to the borders of the res
pective lin&'llistic states. The principle of the linguistic 
provinces has been accepted by the Congress and the pr,_ 
cess of its implementation has also started. The people of 
H~·derabad are closely linked up with those areas and the 
formation of the linguistic provinces is bound to have its 
o'~n impact on the trends of life in Hyderabad State. 
AnJhra State is in the offing. Sooner or later other lin
guistic states will have to be formed. We on this side of 
the country have hailed the announcement of the Prime 
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Minister m·this conilection~s a step lntiJe,direction which 
would go to> satisfy ·a formidable- section ofclthe· people. in 
this country~ ~The·fonnation of.llnguistic·provinces·is a 
matter· of national importance.· .. The policy. in this connec. 
tion has been'deeided' and 'the process of its implementa· 
tion has begun.•: Though this process has to be accelerated 
with iiue caution still it will have to·be carried through 
with necessary fixity., .. As Hyderabad State ·ts constituted 
·of-three ·u.nguisticareas its·future •is linked up with tlle 
impending· 'Jinguillticr- provinces and it assnmei; national 
!!ignificance.' The artificial barriers will have to disappear 
some day or other and the Congress·will have to solve this 
problem also though· we ·the 'J)eople •Or Hyderabad should 
havE! a -say in· this matter .. · .... ·· , , . , 
I' .. l, ;.: I • : . ;; 1 

- '. t I' ''': · ' ·.!, 1' 1 1 .. 
:.·:T~'-vte;·the'people-of the erstwhile Indian States are suf· 
fenng to some extent, under a disability even in this demc• 
cratic set up of the nation. We feel that the rulers of tht! 
States who had waged wars against the people should not 
eontiriue any longer as the Hajpramukhs. This institution 
of the Rajpramukhs is· a ·mimomer in a democratic age. 
Whatever be the 'justification for creating this institution 
in a set of circumstances existing then,. when a democratic 
regime has come into existence on the basis of adult fran· 
chiee,• the continuance of this pattern is rather unwholc!
sorne .. · In· a period of transition, the assurances given to 
rulers might have been alright. But in the changed cir
cumstances, there should be a reorientation of our attitude 
in this regard. ·Speaking on behalf of ten crores of the 
people of erstwhile Indian States, I wish to say that the 
institution of the Rajpramukhs should be done away witll 
at the earliest and in its stead, the institution of the Govel'· 
nor, drawn from those known for their service in the cause 
of the nation should come into vogue. 

' ' 

The democratic life in India is still in its infancy. 'flle 
GenE-ral Elections, have proved, beyond doubt, that an 
average Indian in spite of his poverty and illiteracy is not 
ignorant of his problems. The vote that was exercised 
last year on a gigantic scale has shown that it was judi
ciQusly exercised. There were many pitfalls in ~Ill pro
cess. Casteism, sectionalism and narrow parochialism 
raised their head in between and intermittently vitiated 
the contents. But on the whole, it was a conscious and 
inrolligent electorate which went into action and a secular 
democratic republic has been born. It is an achievement 
which we can very well be proud of. 
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The process of consolidating ·this democracy has now· 
started. :Economic and social freedom must come in wake 
of palltical independence. The Congress in power has an 
onerous duty to perform In this respect. The Five Year 
Plan which has been formulated after ardous labour of a 
few years can well be considered as the first step m thiJ; 
dii'<'Ction. It has its own drawbacks. Even those, who 
ha\•e formulated It, are conscious of the inadequacy con~ 
tained In the Plan. At the same time, it should be remem· 
bered that its salient features also cannot be questioned. If 
Instead of pointing out the loopholes and levelling un
friendly criticism, each one of us lends a helping hand, the 
nation shall have made no mean progress towards econo
mic advancement. This Session of the Congress, there
fort', will have to infuse new spirit In its deliberations and 
Instil new faith In its workers so that a peaceful, democra· 
tic and co-operative way could be devised in order to bring 
Into action what has been planned. Ways .and means 
shall have to be found out to arouse people's enthusiasm 
and secure their active participation in the Implements· 
tlon of the Plan. People's initiative must be enlivened. 
How to do this? I am sure, the collective wisdom of those 
assembled here will show the way. · 

A new task awaits us, the Congressmen. · It requires a 
new outlook, new vision and new perspective. Do we pos
sess these or are we lacking in these requirements? These 
may appear to be impertinent questions. All the same they 
ha\ e to be put and answered. We do not put these ques· 
tions to others nor others should be expected to· answer 
these. These questions arise before us only and we alone 
ha"e to answer them. . . 

This question raises a very important issue which has 
exercised the minds of many of us and more particularly 
that of the President of this great organisation. Time and 
often we have expressed our notions about it. •We have 
repeatedly stated that the Congress organisation should be 
revitalised and trimmed up to the new tasks. How to do 
this is a question and an answer will have to be found by 
this Session so that we go back with greater confidence and 
more intense faith in ourselves and the organisation which 
has been built brick by brick, by many of us. 

In this period of transition, conflicts are bound to 
arise. Conflicts in ideas, approaches, and methods. In the 



given situation, we. witness a continuity Df.confik:ts mUle 
country •.. People's -mjnds . .are distressed Pt:ople can be 
made to understand and assimilate simple words and sim· 
pier ways of translating them into practice.. So far as the 
Congress is concerned, it bas stated the way in unequiv~ 
cal terms. The . method to economic and .80clal change 
should be. dem.oc.-ati.c, peaceful and co-operative. People 
must be educated in these methods. Who will do this? 
It is all of us and others amongst us on whom lies the pri
mary responsibility of .leading the way. A social .and 
political .revolution, we ellVisllge. The Congress, Ule 
instrument should undergo corresponding change in its 
mental frame and -contents if these tasks are to be undel'
taken and sucoessfully carried 011t. 

And what is the condition of the Congress today? At 
times it appears ~ be a conglomeration of diverse elements 
full of internal contradictions. , Yet another, power mania 
seems ~o .have overtaken many of us. Times without num
ber we have said that service and sactifice should be the 
guiding principles for evecy Congressman. But we find 
a departure from these on many OCCBEions. Integrity, the 
watchword of any political party aiming at an economic 
revolution seems to have suffered .. Casteism is raising its 
head and ranks within the Congress are being consolidat,. 
ed on the ~is of birth and caste. · Malpractices have beel.1 
in vogue. in organisational elections and money has also 
played its part. The result of all this has been that sin· 
cere Congressmen with a long record .of service are being 
defeated in eletion8 becailse they cannot alford to resort to 
malpractices or have no desire to spend money for gaining 
a position in the organisation. In consequence the Con· 
gress has lost and .is losing good many genuine elements 
and if this process continues forsome timemore,.I am af-
raid, Congress will be enormously weakened. · 

We have often stated that we aim at the establishment 
of a classless· and casteless society through peaceful, d9-
mocratic and co-o_perative -methods. Can this objective be 
attained by .the ,Congress in its present form? This is a 
basic question which ··arises in our minds.. · On deeper 
thought, we find that the present shape of the Congress 
needs much overhauling if the onerous tasks expected of 
it are to be undertaken. 

Common outlook, common objective and common ac
tion are necessary if any political party Is to forge ahead. 
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Can we say the sam~fabout the CongresS organiilation'of 
the present day? ·1 feel that we cannot. The doors of th~ 
Conr,ress are left o~n to an· and sundry; · A me~ dec~a
ratlon that one Is a Congressman Is enough to entitle hrm 
to c:.ceupy vantage position in the organisation. -He may 
not have clear vision of what· he has· to work for. Con
greos in power has a glamour for serving selfish · rno~iv!!S 
and by hook or crook, by rousing caste a~d other ·~e.eling,., 
with money let loose in .enormous quantity, elections are 
!ought resulting In grave malpracti_ces:. ·_This h~s to be 
prt'vented. In a democratic orgamsat~on: elect,lons are 
n~ct>Rsarv and .are the only wav to build 1t · up. But >t 
blohoves ·an of us to see that at ieast certain rules of con
duct are laid down for individual and collective purposes 
:md thPSe are strictly and scrupulously adhered to. 

'--. I ~ ' ' I I ' '. 

This vast number of 'active· members of the Congress 
are. to my mind, a sign not of strength but of weaknes.~. 
When there is no definite direction, no definite check, no 
st.rlct ~crutiny. everything tends to become a mess. Let us 
11top this tendency in us. None of us should worry if the 
nurr1ber Is reduced. Some type of selective process is 
n!'rPssary if the Congress organisation is to function effec
llvt>ly. A process of selection in a democratic organisa
tion may seem to be paradoxical: There is nothing of th:1t 
kind In such a suggestion. The condition of personal par
ticipation in some kind of work. laid down by the Congress, 
Mhould be a tl"St which every active member should fulfil 
_before he is elected to the membership of any executive 
committee in the organisation. 

Having said all this, which I did, because I believe 
that we have gathered here not to sing hymn of praise 
about ourselves, but to lay before our people and ourselvea 
the true state of affairs in the manner that our leader, the 
apostle of truth taught us, in order that through introspee
tion we may rectify and through our ~Uective Wisdom we 
may devise ways for future action. I firmly believe that 
Congress Is the only hope for the people and our firm an
chor in the distressed world. Political parties may come 
up in the future and form Government and we should w!!l
rome that if we are to function as a democratic nation. 
But today Congress has a historic role to play, which no 
other party can fill. Because of its all-India outlook anrl 
its work In the last 70 years with one objective and com
mon purpose knitting together the people of different re
gions and the arteries of its organisation running throug't 
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the whole country reaching the remotest village, Congress 
is the only party equipped and capable of building up a 
United Indian Nation. And that is a vital role. In spite 
of the many fissiparous tendencies, caste, communal and 
provincial loyalties-which in the period. they dominated 
brought about our fall and reduced w;. to political slaves, 
and when they were subordinated to All-India outlook, con
tributed in writing the glorious chapters of our history
Congress has all along maintained an All-India character 
and has been building up an All-India outlook, and th;<t 
process is not yet complete. I am convinced that any re
vival of these unhealthy trendJ! will be to our peril. Con
gress and Congress alone, with all its limitations and appa
rent contradictions in professions and deeds of some Con
gressmen, can translate into reality the concept and inten
tions of the makers of our constitution, to which the coun
try has sworn allegiance. There is yet another important 
role that Congress plays and must continue to play in the 
life of our nation, and that is its foreign policy. We have 
not only to build up the economic prosperity of our people, 
but what is equally important is that we have to see that 
that prosperity is maintained in the future also, so that the 
structure that we build up with so much love and labour 
does not collapse. It is not sufficiently realised that eco
nomic prosperity at home depends to a great degree on 
our relationships abroad, that is on our foreign policy. 
History of Europe is before us. Europe, the storehouse of 
culture and knowledge, rich in the quality of its human 
material, is lying smitten today because of the foreign po
licies pursued in that continent during the last 50 years. 
All that was laboriously built up yesterday is lying in ruins 
tod<ty and what it is rebuilding today is faced with an un
certain tomorrow. 

These five years of our freedom have been eventful in 
more than one sense. India has played an effective role 
in world affairs. By refusing to align herself with anyone 
bloc in the world, we have steered clear through storms 
and helped the victims of aggression to look to an era of 
peace and amity with hope and confidence. The recent 
plan proposed by India for the cessatio~ of the hostil~ti~ 
in Korea amply proves that no other nat1on except lnd1a IS 
today in a position to command respect and hearing from 
a vast number of free nations of the world. This cannot 
be the result of a weakneed foreign policy. Our foreign 
policy has been a dynamic one. India is bound on a mi:J.. 
sion of peace and under the leadership of our President, 
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this mission w111 be fulfilled In spite of the stress and 
atonns that have overtaken the minds of men here as well 
as abroad. 

To those who take pride in worshipplns other Gods 
than their own I wish to point out that there Is no other 
country in Asia, whatever their other achievements, that 
Is more secure than India in the present day world .. Un
less that sense of security Is realised we will live with a 
sense of fear, and however beautiful a house we build, it 
will be a house of care. The foreign policy that Congress 
has pursued has given us that sense of security and also 
a respected place in the comity o( nations, aml for the very 
economic development and prosperity at home, it would 
be fatal if this is in any way disturbed, or a shock is given 
to It, which any other party in power, however well in
tentioned, will give it. 

These are important roles which Congres':l has to play 
that makes us cling to it with hope. This I say not in de
fence or Congress Party, but these are the dictates of his
tory. And to those, who are tempted to exchange new 
glittering lamps for old, I would say 'Pause and reflect'. 

The problem of revitalising the Congress organisation 
Is of paramount importance to us. This session of the 
Congress will have turned a new leaf in its history if prac
tical ways and means are devised to achieve this objective. 

Various other problems equally important need serious 
consideration by this Session of the Congress. I have ven
tured to submit to you only a few of these which have been 
exercising the minds of camp-followers like me. We look 
!O you for new inspiration and fresh impetus in our work 
m days to come. I am sure collective decisions of this 
august gathering will ensure that. I once again heartily 
welcome you and offer my felicitations to you. 
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I am here at your bidding;' I need hardly 
tell you. how very greatly I appreciate this honour 
and the confidence and affection that accompanied 
it. And yet. I feel a little unhappy that I should 
have been chosen once again as Congress President. 
I agree entirely with those friends and comrades 
of ours who have objected to the high offices 
of Prime Minister and Congress President 
being held by one and the same person. I tried 
hard that this should not occur and pleaded with 

· my comrades in the Congress to make some other 
choice, but their insistence and the circumstances 
were against me in. this matter. I felt that for 
me to go on saying ''No", in spite.pf the advice 
of so many of my, valued' colleagues, would not. 
be proper. Facts and circumstances hemmed me 
in and I had no alternative left but to accept, 
in all humility, this position of high :r;esponsi
bility. I did so in the faith that you will help 
me to shoulder the burden and that our faith in 
the great tasks which face the Congress and the 
country will inspire me to put forth such .strength 
and energy as still remain with me. 

. 2. We meet after fifteen months. During 
this period. we have had our General Elections 
and new Governments have been formed at the 
Centre and in all the States of India. All but 
one of th-ese Governments owe allegiance to the 
principles and policies laid down by the Congress. 
This is a tremendous responsibility not only for 
those who are directly associated with these 
Governments, but for this great organisation 
which has fathered India's independence and 
which has to take us along the next stage of our 
long journey as well. Unlike all other groups 
and parties in India, we have to face our problems 
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with our responsibility in Government and nc;>t 
merely negatively in opposition or in an. academic 
manner which need pay little attention to the 
realities that face us. · Because of this and because 
of the past history of the Congr~s. we cannot 
function along narrow and party lines. Always 
we must think in terms of the country as a whole 
and shape all our action ":'ith that larger en~ in 
view. Whenever we fa1l .to do so and fall mto 
the narrow grooves of party politics, or, still think 
of group advantage, we stray from the ideals that 
have given us strength and from the basic ol:ttlook 
of the Congress. We make ourselves less effective 
and. less in tune with the spirit of our great 
national movement. We are, ·however, a party 
and we must have the djscipline of a party .. This 
is vital and essential. But 'lllle are much more 
than a party also and must always keep that 
wider· vision before us always. 

• 
3. Some of our old comrades have left us 

and formed other groups and parties. Some who 
left us have come back to us and they have been 
welcomed. We bear no ill will to those who might 
have left our ranks owing to differences of 
principle or of conviction. If their aim is to 
serve the causes wlii~;h are dear to us, we shall 
always willingly cooperate with them and if they 
choose to come back to the Congress, they will 
always be welcome. Only those whose objectives 
or methods are completely alien to those of the . 
Congress can find no place in this organisation. 
We have been wedded in our d11mestic as well 
as our international policy to methods of peace. 
Those who believe in violence mQSt go their own 
way and will have to be opposed by us -with all 
our strength. So also, those who believe in sepa
ratism of any kind, whether it is communalism 
or ptovincialism or casteism, have ,to be 
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opposed, for they would break up the unity of 
India, obstruct and delay our progress and even 
imperil our hard-won freedom. 

4. The General Elections bore evidence, 
·which the world recognised. that democracy had 
deep roots in- our country and that our people 
had discipline and good sense. The elections 
demonstrated, yet again, the faith of the people 
in the Congress and its ideals. · 

5. We have tremendous problems to face in 
our country and in the world. We would have 
liked to concentrate our energy on the develop
ment of our own country and the advancement of 
our people and, as far as possible. riot to get 
entangled in international affairs. We have no· 
ambition to guide others or for leadership 
elsewhere. Our own tasks are heavy enough to 
absorb all our energy· and strength. But we 
cannot choose our destiny. India, · free and 

.independent, cannot escape from or ignore her 
responsibilities to the world or as a member of 
the comity of nations. Nor will the .world ignore 
her or exempt her from such respons~bilities. 
There is something of the inevitability of destiny 
in the way India is compelled by circumstances. 
even against our wishes, to take an ever-increasing 
part in world affairs. We have to accept that 
destiny and try to live up' to it. Even though 
we have no great power in the shape of organised 
armed might or great economic or financial pow-:r. 
India is respected more and more in the ~uncds 
of the nations. It is only five years s~nce y;e 
attained our independence. In these b~1ef .f~ve 
years. India has built up for ~erself .a poSitdtdin 
which commands respect and whtch bnngs a -
tiona! responsibilities. There are bardi:r l!0 Y 
instances in history of a country estabhsbing 
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its~lf in this way ·during_ the fiut five years of its 
freedom. 

6. In the political· sphere, .from. this larger 
point of view, we have succeeded to. an extent 
which is not only surprising but is- embarrassing 
to us. What. of our internal conditiorrs and our 
economic position ? The basic strength of a nation 
does no~ come frpm political activity,· but from 
economic strength. That is the key to it!; own 

. security and its progress. It is out of that that 
· political strength comes,. We have many critics 
in our own country who tell us that little has 
beet;~. done and our pace is . slow: .I welcome 
criticism and nothing is worse in this respect than 
complacency. Even in our ranks of the Congress, 
ther.e are many .critics.· It is right that we should 
never be satisfied with what we do and should 
ever aim higher and farther. And yet, · it is 
significant that competent .observers who look at 
'India from afar, or who come to India and see 
what has been done,.haye expressed their astonish .. 
ment at the progress made during these ·five years 

. and have sensed ·a certain excitement at' the way 
··,,this ancien~ country is renewing her youth and 

b;ilding herself anew. Perhaps we are too nea:t: 
ourown achievements to ]1.1dge of them correctly. 
'J:'hose· -achievements stand out and, I have no 
doubt, will be recorded iri history. · 

7 • In the world today there is much disbar~ 
mony, friction 'and conflict between nations and 
races. l_'here is .a· menacing la,ck of equilibrium. 
The onunous spectre· of war and mounting arma
m~nts are ever before us. Fear dominates men's 
:x~s and ~~e polici~s of nations and the resources 

e ";?r "are qlspx;oportionately allocated to 
prepara Ion "0 ! or aga,inst ·war .. according to how 
one looks at It. Old empires fell befor\~ the 
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advancing tide of nationaFsm or faded away. New 
countries came into .existence and grew in strength 
and power. This fact. was not easily understood 
or appreciated by people used to the olaworld 
which had passed away. They ignored facts and 
tried to struggle against· them. Even now, some 
colonial powers cling on to the remnants of their 
empire, though it is patent that imperialism and 
colonialism are doomed, and that the urges and de
termination to win national freedom cannot be put 
down. Our place is with those who, like ourselves -
in th~ past, seek the freedom of th~ir motherland. 

8. The great revolutionary forces of science 
and technology . have transformed human life and 
changed not only political, social and economic 
organisations, but have also changed · even human 
thought; New · philosophies develop and tradi
tional beliefs fa,de ·away. Nevertheless, old 
traditions hold, even when they are demonstrably 
untrue, and superstitions flourish in this country, 
as elsewhere. In spite of the· world ·becoming 
more· and more one. in many respects, national 
rivalries continue~ Education spreads, but does 

_not · bring either wisdom or · vision. Countries 
think that their policy or outlook is in the nature 
of self-evide.nt truth and not to ·accept it is 
regarded as a denial almost of some divine law. 
And so, those who do not.accept their view are 
considered wicked and ·almost enemies. It is 
curious that in· this age' of science, we seem to 
have less of the · true spirit of 'cdticism, of 
tolerance and receptivity to other views and 
ideas, which are the basis of scientific thinking. 
It has become an ·ominous possibility that science 
might lead to the extinction of the human race. 

9. I:t;t the world today, the two largest and 
most powerful countries are the United States of 
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America . and. the Soviet Union. ·· From the point 
of view of 'population and potent_ial re~ources 
alone, there are 1:wo other countnes, Chma and 

·India, both' relatively undeveloped yet. East and 
· Sbuth-East Asia contain the largest aggregate of 
human populations, no longer quiescent but 
demanding the good things· of life. These are 
basic facts from which far-reaching- consequences 
flow. · · 

10. The foreign -policy of . a country must 
depend on. the facts of the y;roild situation and 
on the; stre,ngth of the country itself. Wishful 
thinking does not alter such facts or add to that 
strength. . Our foreign polity is based on friendly 

. relations with all. countdes and no interfe.rence 
with any. It is never easy t6 sustain such a 
policy and more especially when there is so much 
bitterness and ~utual suspicion in . the world and 
when every move. by any one party is suspect. 
Nevertheless I am happy to say that our relations 
with other co:untries-are good. The only country 
which unfortunately is somewhat of an exception 
to this is our neighbour, Pakistan. One recogni
ses that it is not easy tp forget recent history 
or to heal the deep wounds. caused during the 
past few years .. We have, however,. always held · 
that it is essential to · establish and maintain 
friendly and cooperative relations with Pakistan. 
This is in our mutual . interest and would be 'an 
example to the world of good neighbourly relations 
and a contribution to peace ·itself. Despite 
disappointments and provocations,,.we have striven 
consistently to this end. Unfortunately the 
response from the other side has been disappoint
ing and there is frequent talk even of war against 
us. We cannot surrender to threats, nor a;ny vital 
principle. In any event, we shall protect our terri
tory and our basic interests if they are attacked. 
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Our policy thus has been one of friendliness 
as well as firmness, and we have avoided, in so ·far 
as we co,uld, any action which might increll!!e the 
tension between our country and Pakistan. Some 
critics of ours have called this a policy of weakness 
and· appeasement and suggest ·and demand what 
they call "strong" action. This can only lead to 
a major conflict. · That is a folly from every poin't 
of view and Iam.glad that the great majority of 
our. peopl~ ·are entirely opposed to it. We shall 
continue to pursue the policy to which · I have 
referred because we think not only that it is the 
right policy,. but that it yields good results both 
in the short run and in the long rtm. 

n: we have four maj~r points of dispute 
with Pakistan-Kashmir, the treatment of minori., 
ties in East Pakistan . resulting in large numbers 
of refugee~ coming over, evacuee property, and 
.canal waters. The Kashmir issue has been before 
the Security Council for five, years !md recently 
.the Council passed a resolution whic1J. we could· 
not accept; During all the~e years we have 
waited patiently for a p.t;oper consideration of th~ 
problem, and yet it is most strange .that the 
Security Council -has never given thought to- the 
basic issues underlying · the Kashmir. problem. 
Because the SecUrity Council has ignored basic 
facts and tried to bypass fundamental issues, it 
has often 'gone wrong. Its last -resolution to 
which I have referred . was even -·contrary to 
some of the decisions of the U. N. ·Commission 
itself. It is also opposed to · the pledges and 
assurances we have given and' from which we. 
cannot resile. It has distressed,us that two great 
countries should have sponsored such a resolution, 
which appears to us to be grossly unfair. We 
took this issue to the Security Council on the 
basis of Pakistan's aggression. Our territory had 
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been invaded... We proposed on our own initiative. 
a reference · to the people. Even though part of 
our t;erritory was in enemy occupation, we -J?ropo
sed a cease~fire and gave effect to it immedtately. 
We proposed ·to Pakistan that both countries 
should make a ·. no~war declaration. This was 
refused. Constant threats of war against us have 
been made and we have not' retaliated. The 
whole history of these years shows how patient 
and peaceful we have been in spite of aggressiop, 
invasion and continuous provocation. We have 
adhered to every assurance that we have ·given, 
because we have been anxious to secure a settle
ment by peaceful methods. We propose to 
continue this policy. because we are convinced 
that that is the right policy. But we could- not 
keep the Jammu and Kashmir State in a condition 
·of political imd constitutional inertia_ waiting for 
something that does not eventuate becaus~ of no 
fault of ours. Therefore, a Constituent Assem
bly , was convened. This .Assembly is in the 

· process of framing the State Constitution in tune 
with the Constitution of India· and has already 
passed important laws affecting -land reform. In 
spite of the travail that Jammu and Kashmir has 
gone through, the State has made progress in many 
directions. · · 

12~ Unfortunat~ly there has been an 
agitation irr Jammu Province which ostensibly 
aims at a closer union with India but, in fact, has 
the contrary effect. It is a: disruptive agitation 
which can only do good to the enemies of the 
State and of India. I . recognise .that the people 
of Jammu have certain legitimate griev:ances and' 
that economic · conditions there are difficult. 
These matte:rs should be attended to cooperative~y 
and peacefully. The present agitation is basically 
communal and encouraged by communal 



organisations. It strikes, therefore, ·at the· v·ery 
root of the policy according_ to which we are trying 
to build up our new India. 

1~~ We know that ·Pakistan was the · child of 
communalism and the recent report of the Basic 

. Principles Committee of the Pakistan Constituent 
.Assembly makes it dear that the present leaders 
of Pakistan intend it to be·. a medieval theocracy, 
where non.:Muslims may ~perhaps be. tolerated but 
will have no equal or honourable existence .. That 
also makes it evident what the basic difficulty of 
non-Muslims · in Pakistan is.· It is not surprising 
that they are unhappy in the present and look to 
the future with apprehension. It is not for me 
to criticise the internal policies of ,Pakistan. But 
we cannot shut our eyes to a policy which creates 

·problems for these minorities and for us. Behind 
this narrow communal outlook, lies a wider policy 
which is utterly diffetent from that pursued by 
us in our i:ountry. This is evident in many ways, 
most noticeably in the fact that-one of the bravest 
soldiers of freedom and peace and reconciliation, 
has peen in prison in Pakistan for about five years. · 
Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan was not only our great 
leader but the leader of those also who live in 
Pakistan now and his continued incarceration is 
a tragedy. and a portent of the first magnitude. 
Our hearts go ·out to him. · · 

14. How then are we to meet this situation? 
Not by war or threats of war, because that is not 
policy but a failure· of·.policy, and will not solve 
any problem, much 'less bring relief to those with · 
whom we sympathise. It will only bring' disaster 
to them and to all concerned. · .. 

15. Nor can we adopt the communal policy 
of Pakistan in retaliation or as a corrective. That 
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policy is bound .to:fail in· any country which. adopts · 
it, .b:e~ause it is. wron_g andout ~~tune ~~~h.the 
modern age. It is strange that certam orgamsa~ons 
in Inaia, which: ~aise. .their voices loudly agamst .. 
Pakistan/. tend .. to· become · themselves -·more and 
more repli<;as of the Pakistan communal.organis
ation. Evil cannot be . conquered by ev1l. Our 
policy;. may appear, slow and might not bring 

· immediate results. · That is the fate of many a 
problem in the world today, but delay in achieving 
our objective does not mean. that we should, in our 

· excitement,. adopt evil or wrong courses of action 
and bring about disaster. Ia respect•of those who 
suffer. in. Pakistan .and with whom .. we· are 
profoundly in sympathy, it is both. a wrong and 
a dangerous course to . seek to excit~ others and 
raise expectations · when we are in no position to 
rende~ effective· assistance:. Sucl~ course of action 
on our part would only render worse the position 
of those who already suffer. · · 

· 16. There · is the· problem . ' of evacuee · 
prope~ties which· affects millions of people. It is 
distreSsing. that even this problem has not been 
solved yet. It is eminently a problem which ·can 
be dealt ·with dispassionately and ·even judicially. 
But all our proposals to this end have been rejected 
by Pakistan.. · 

17. _The Canal Waters issue again should 
depend for its decision .·on facts . and a correct 
appre~iation of the situation. This also is capable 
of easy soh;~tion if the proposals we have made are 
accepted. . I am · glad that an attempt is being 
made now with the help ·of the International 
Bank · to get at these facts. Meanwhile, 'entirely 
false charges are continuously being made. in 
Pakistan, accusing us of having stopped the flow 
of water through the can.als.. It is unfortunate 
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~hat all thes~ questions, which raise national and 
international issues; should -be exploited for party 
purposes · by communal .. organisations in Jndia. 
The plight of the· refugees· is a matter ;which 
~ncetns ·the· whole of ~~dia, It is. _not a _PaJty' 
tssue and all of us should JOin together m trymg to .· 
help them and rehabilitate· them. -The Kashmir 
issue has become entangled in the w:eb ofinter~ 
national affairs, and.· power politics. It is not 
considered objectively or dispassionately . anq . it 
will take all our strength· anq patience to resolve 
the disentanglements, . It is an issue whkh · re
quires . unity of national outlook ~n our! part. 
Some of our people.· and our communal orgimisa
tions, referring often to India's c;:ulture of the past, 
forget the very basis of . that culture, which . 
was II:· long ' tradition of tolerance, :From 
the Buddha to Gandhiji, all the gre(lt so~ls . of 
India :Pave reminded us that it is through following . 
righ:t means that we achieve right ends,· that.it is 
through ·tolerance and compassion that people 
really, advance. India is a ·countrJ! with 1:1' basic 
unity, but of ·great variety in religion, in cultural 
traditions and in ways· of living. It is on'ly by 
mutual: ~orbearance and respect for eachJ>ther, 
as the great Asoka taught, that we shalL butld up 
a strong, stahl~ and coc;>perative community in the 
whole pf India. ~-Any · other · approach .. means 
disruption· and disaster,· aJ?art from giving up the 
basic tradition of our rich heritage.. · · · · . _ 

18. · Some· people talk of .one . nation~ one 
culture, · one language. · That cry rerilirids me o£ 
some of the fascist and Nazi slogans of old.: We' 
are one nation of ¢outse, but to try to regiment it 
in one way will meah discord . and conflict and 
bitterness. It -w:ill put .. ail-end to the .richness and 
variety of · India· arid confine and limit!_ ,the 
creative spirit and the joy in life of our people. 

' . . 
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. 19. · We have fourteen· languages of. India 
listed in the Eighth Schedule to our Constitution. 
They are all .great languages, from the ancient 
magnificent .Sanskrit, which has still so much life 
in it, · to the other· languages 1.1urtured .by our 
ancestors in the soil of India. We have rightly 
decideC1that Hindi should be the J:.lationallanguage 
of India, because Hindi, more. thap. others, fulfils 
the qualifications of a national language. for t.his 
country. · We must encourage it in every way and 

·make it·a· fitting vehicle for modern thought and 
a suitable instrument for our work and creative 
activity. But at :the same time, we have to 
encourage the other great provincial languages 
also. There should be or. need. be.: no rivalry 
between them; I have. been surprised 1:6 'hear 
voices raised against Urdu; Urdu does not compete 

. with Hindi now .. It only . .claims a place whkh is 
its right by inheritance.in the large household of 
India .. It is out language, ·11urtured in our country, 
adding to the cultural richness of oui: people. Why 
should we· reject it · or consider it as . something 
foreign?· It is this spirit .of intolerance, this paroch.:. 
ial outlook, ·,which is more dangerous for our 
cultural and other growth than anything els·e that 

·can happen to us. . . · · · · · · · 

20. In the name .of culture, we hear slo'gans 
and loud cries :whic;h have no relation to. culture 
or the growth of. the mind .. or spirit. )n particular, 
the communal organisations are guilty 6f this 
narrow outlook which kills' the spirit and the 
!pind arid weakens · the. nation. In a sense, they 
represent some medieval mentality ; they stand for 
reaction in the political and ihe economic field, 
even though sometimes they t.alk in terms of some 
advanced social doctrine. They a;re the replicas 
in this country of what was known in Europe as 
Fascism· and Nazism.· . · . 
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21. Language is both a binding force and a 
separating one and we. have to be very careful 
in . the matter of languages in India, lest in our 
enthusiasm for unity we might not encourage 
disruption. We have seen how powerful are the 
sentiments for linguistic provinces. There is 
reason behind .that sentiment. At the same 
time, provinces cannot be· carved out merely on 
the basis . of Janguage. There are other very 
important factors which have to be taken into 
consideration. It is. true that where there is a 
powerful demand, .we should pay heed to it, 
unless there are some. insuperable obstacles in 
the way. ·It must. be remembered that political 
changes delay other. kinds of progress. A multi
plicity of governmental machinery means more 
expense , and less efficiency. The formation of 
linguistic p:rovinces mean,s the diversion of our 
energy and resources from . the major economic 
tasks· of the day. . If we get entangled. in this 
business now, . what· happens to .our Five-Year 
Plan? And if, . in addition, such attempted 
;redistribution involves . conflict and bitterness,· 
then, indeed, ·the ultimate r~sult will· be much 
worse. We are a mature people and we. should 
not allow ourselves to be led away by. sentiment 
without giving the fullest consideration to every . 
aspect of the question. · 

22. We have stated that where there is a· 
well-established demand and the proposal meets 
with the general consent of those concer11ed, 
we should give effect to it. We have decided to 
do so in the case of Aridhra and steps are being 
taken . to that end. I earnestly hope, that this · 
will be achieved cooperatively with the least 
disturbance possible. Even so, there is gqing to 
be a great deal of upset and our meagre resources 
will have to be spent in other ways than intended. 
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The decision to form the Andhra State has led 
to a renewal of demands for some other linguistic 

· provinces. Some of these demands can probably 
be justified. Others have no such justification. 
But, in any. event •. it has to be realised that any 
widespread· an,d more or less simultan~ous change 
in the political' geography of India will ·create . 
very great problems and will strain our resources 
to the utmo~t. It would mean definitely our 
put~ing a stop to any; ieal progress in accordance . 
with our Five-Year Plan.· It might weaken 
national unity which- is the foundation for every
thi:P,g else. -Therefore,. I would earnestly sugge\lt 
that while· establishing thee Andhra. State, we 
should wait to s~ .the· consequences 'that flow 
from it and then take . into -consideration .. ·any 
like problem!! elsewhere •. We should concentrate 
now on the Five-Year Plan· and ·having 
accompl,i.shed it, we can· then go ahead .with .added 
strength to solve other problems. 

•' I '"' • 

.~ 

23. There is talk· of the disintegration of 
Hyderabad · State. Such disintegration would 
upset· the. whole balance of the South and lead to 
innumerable new problems. To . all these · we 

-should give the most careful consideration and • 
due-time. For .th_e neJ!:t few years at any rate 
we .must postpone consideration of such problems 
and concentrate on economic ·advance. ~We dare 
not play about· with our country or do things 
that weaken it when the world hovers on- the• 
brink-of war.· ' 

. ' . 

. 24. We have a large number of States in the 
country, Part A St~tes have- a great· deal of 
autonomy. Part B States are approximating to 
the Part A States and before long· there will be no 
major differ~nce lef~. Part C States are generally 
small. The mtegrat1on of Part B.States has been 
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a· great achievement and has brought improvement 
in many ways to them. But it· has also brought a 
higher scale of expenditure on the machinery. 
of government and this is , a great burden. The 
addition to. the number of ··States and ·thereby to 
the expenditure on governmental machinery will 
add to this burden and will -result in reduc_ing 
standards, when we are anxious to improve them. 
We should think rather in terms of reducing the 
number of States · ot-, in having some common 
features :in·States which would lessen the expendi
ture at the top. We have to choose between the 
development' of ·the country and balkanization 
and consequent continuing· low standards of 
life. · · 

· . , 25. The -r;najor and most-- urgent problem for 
us today_ is that· of economic advance, advance not 
only for 'the nation as a nation but in the condi
tions of masses ·of people who live in it. We have 
to fight poverty_ and unemployment and improve 
the conditions of life of our people. Our resources 
are limited, even though ·our wish. to progress is 
great. It is fpr this purpose that the Five-Year 
Plan has been evolved, after a great deal of thought 
and consultation. This· Plan initiates a process· 
of balanced economic development of the countty 
_with a view to raising the standard of living and 
bringing about an increasing measure of economic 
equality and opportunities ·for- employment. · I 
shall not discuss this complicated .Plan here, 
because the argument is given in the Plan itself, to 
which I would invite attention. That Plan is not 
based .on any doctrinaire approach and is not rigid. 
It is modest in a sense, and yet it has far-reaching 
consequences. Lhave no doubt that if we succeed 
in implementing· this. Plan, we shall-then be in a 
position to go. ahead at a much . faster pace. The 
Plan does f1ot .limit· our growth in any direction; 

~ 
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Although there is a privite sector, our stres~ ·is 
laid on the public s~ctor which should progreSSive-
ly expand. . · 

26. Though the development. of . industry ~s 
exceedingly important,. special stress has been la1d 
on agricuJture, because· that is the basis Of our 
economy. In particular, we must make our. co~n~ 
try self-sufficient in food. From recent statist1cs 
and results obtained, I have no . doubt that we 

' can do so in the course of · the next · few years . 
. Our object is to prevent monopoly control and to 
limit private profit, so as· tq bring about a distri
bution of economic power. ·Our great river·. valley 
schemes are magnificent examples of what .we ·can 
do. They have been admired by all who have 
seen the work done there. But it js not'·by ·a -few 
major schemes that we will ultimately be judged, 
but rather by the geqeral improvement all over 
the country~ Our great National Laboratories 
have laid well the foundations for future scientific 
advance. Great factories have also spru.ng up in 
various parts of the · country · for basic and key 
industries. E;ven · last year· our industrial ·pro
ductivity increased by about ten per cent.. It is 
our pride and good fortune to take up this 
Five-Year Plan now and make it a full success. .· 

27. I have referred · to agriculture. That 
depends upon land policy. We have to Complete 
the abolition of the zamindari, jagirdari and like 
systems as rapidly as possible. We have to put 
a ceiling on land and we have to entourage co
operative farming. In industry we have to en
~ourage, by all means in our power, village and 
cottage industries. That is the surest and swiftest 
-method of relieving unemployment, There is no , 
conflict between that and the big industry that we . 
wish to. develop. But ~his big industry will not 
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'solve the problem of · unemployment except .for a 
relatively small number of persons. Hence the 
importance of small-and village -industries. 

28. A very· important· part of our Five-Year · 
Plan consists of the community centres which 
have been started in various ,parts of India and 
which it is intended · to increase ·every year. 
Through them we hope not only to increase pro
duction in rural areas 'but more especiallv to raise 
the level of .community life in every direction. 
'Their success, as indeed the success .of the whole 
Five-Year Plan, depends largely on voluntary 
effort and the spirit with which our people take 
up this great task of building new India. 

I . 

29. we live. in an age of what is called cold 
war, which, .at any moment, may develop into 
something worse. In this world of conflict, · the 
only guarantee of our safety and our freedom is 
our own strength. That strength ultimately 
depends upon the economic condition of the 
country and of the people. The Five-Year Plan 
is an answer to the challenge of the times and on 
its . success depends our survival as a great nation. 
Those who criticise that Plan and wish to be 
merely onlookers when· this great work calls for 
endeavour, do little service to the country. If the 
Plan does _not go far enough, let us try to improve 
it and take it further. Nothing prevents us from 
doing so except our own lack of resources or 
incapacit:y. · If we can do more or go ahead faster, 
we should certainly attempt it. 

30. We talk of the possibility of war, but, as 
a matter of fact, wars are going on in various 
parts of the world~in Korea, in Indo-China and 
elsewhere. They are serious enough, though from 
the .world point of view they may be limited in 
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scope. As· you know, we have been intensely 
interested in the promotion of peace. We . have 
not tried. to interfere and we· have no desue to 
play a dramatic role. But quietly and persistentl;y, 
for a long time past,· we. have sought to help m . 
some way so . that the tension in the Far East 
might be relieveCl and the threat of . world war 

·might lessen. Unfortunately, the ma]or changes 
that have taken place in the Far East during the 
last three· or four years have riot been fully 
appreciated yet by many people who still try to 
hold on to their conception of a world that no 
loriger exists. The emergence o~ China as a great • 
unified and vital country has completely changed 
.the balance of power in the Far· ~ast arid, to 
some extent, in the world. The revqlution in 
China was no sudden development, although the 

· final change appeared to be sudden and unexpected. 
That revolution had nearly 40 years of history 
behind it, during which. period this . great 
country suffered from invasion and civ-il war. 
The non-recognition by some countries· of this new 
People's Government of China was a refusal to 
see one of the major. and· obvious facts of the 
age. That refusal h;~s led step by step to grave 
consequences. There cannot be. any final settle
ment in the Far East without the full recognition 
of this new Chin~. This· is not a· question of 
likes al)d dislikes. A ~ountry or a Government 
is recognised because it exists and functions ef .. 
fectively, not because the political or economic 
structure the:t;e is approved or· liked by othas. 
The world can only carry on if there' is acceptance 
of the fact that each country has freedom to de
velop a_ccordi_ng to its· own. w~y of thinking and 
there IS no Interference With 1t. There is far too 
much interference today and attempts to impose 
one country's will on another.. , 
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31. During the last sessions of ·the 
(ieneral ·Assembly of the United Nations, a 
resolution was put forward. on our behalf in 
regard to the Korean war .. That resolution was 
ultimately passed by a· very great majority, but 
unfortunately two great countries, China ai).d the 
Soviet Union, . did not accept it. And the result 
is that the . deadlock in · Korea continues. Our 
resolution was meant as a pJ;oposal to show: a way 
out ·of this deadlock. It was no mandate and it 
was based entirely on the Geneva Convention. · 
about which so much has been said. It did not 
recognise voluntary· repatriation of prisoners, nor · 
was there ariy question· of prisoners being asked 
whether they wish to return or decline to do so. 
It did not recognise the right of asylum for 
prisoners· of war which applies to political refugees. 
There was to be no screening of prisoners. It 
ensured that all prisoners would be released from 
the custody of the detaining side and .in neutral 
territory. The presumption was that tliey would 
go back t:o their country of origin. In· ·fact, 
repatriation would have. begun,-..as soon as these 
prisoners· were released · from detention. The 
resolution did saY that if an individual prisoner of 
either side refused to go over -to his country from 
the neutral zone, force would not be used -or 
obliged to be used against him. This. is fully in 
·accordance with the Geneva Convention which 
does not lay down an obligation to lift a prisoneJ; 
of war physically and put him on the other side 
in spite of his opposition. ' 

32. I do not wish to argue about this reso
lution. Our · purpose·. ·was not to raise legal 
quibbles, but: to help in arriving at a settlement. 
We ·made an honest attempt and we failed. I 
think, however, that even though we failed then 
our ·attempt did sop1e good and may perhaps lead 
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to a more fruitful resultlater. So far as we are 
concerned, we shall gladly . help. in evei:y effort 
which might lead to peace. 

33. While there is cold war between gr~at 
nations there is also something very much hke 
a race .;.,ar developing.· in Africa. The policy of 
the South African Government has been opposed 
by us in so far · as people of Indian origin are 
concerned. That policy has progressively empha~ 
sized racial discrimination and indeed the over
lordship of one race over another. T~e movlement 
in South Africa has now become widespread and 
the Africans are taking a leading part in it. It is 
being carried on -peacefully in accordance with 
the technique discovered by Gandhiji in South 
Africa itself long years ago. .While p.assive 
resistance is taking place in South· Africa, in East 
Africa a very different situation has developed. 
·on the one side, there have been. terroristic 
outrages, on the other, severe and widespread 
repression. I have no desire to balance these; but 
I am concerri~::d at the gtave'consequences that 
are already flowing froni this conflict. I am 
exceedingly sorry that some peole in Kenya took 
to methods of violence which can only do them 
harm and will not strengthen their cause in any , 
way. They have suffered long and I can under
stand their feeling of utter frustration and despair. 
But they will not achieve anything by methods of 
violence. On the other hand, repression will 
never solve the problem of Africa and· the grave 
danger is that something in the nature of race war 
will · develop and bring disaster in its train. I 
earnestly hope that a wiser and a more positive 
approach to these problems will be made. It must 
be understood quite clearly that no doctrine based 
on racial· inequality or racial suppression can be 
tolerated for long. There will be no peace in the 
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world if one rae~ tries to dominate· over another 
or one country over another. 

34 .. We have to deal w.ith ou.i<own internal 
probl~ms in the-"'Congress. The mere fact that 
our organisation is strong and :widespread and 
controls Governments, has b~ought" many evils in 
its train. They are the evils of success.'and we 

\have .to be very careful;' lest we allow these evils 
to corrupt ·and enfeeble the Congress. During 
recent Congress delegate elections; many . such 
evils came to light. We tried to tackle them and 
have takeri stern measures in many places. We 
propose 1;o be vigilant in this matter and I must 
ask· your fullest cooperation for this purpose. 
Some amendm.ents to the Congress Constitution 
will be placed before you which are intended to 
help us in removing some of. these evils. · · • 

35. Recently,1.n the Patiala and East Punjab 
States Union, certain developments took place 

. which have distressed me greatly. They are a 
warning to all of us. During the last forty years 

. or so of my public life, I do not know of anything 

. so disgraceful anCI so degrading in our public life 
as these recent happenings in Pepsu; If in our 
passion for power we forget standards of public 
behaviour and the principles that have guided us. 
in the past, thenindeed we are dqomed and we 
deserve to perish. . But we. must not judge the 
whole of our organisation by these instances. I 
am sure that there. are all over the country any 
number of earnest Congtessmen of high integrity 
who are carrying ·em their work without expecta
tion of reward or profit .. They are the backbone 
of the Congress and are in our true tradition. It 
is they who giye strength and life to this organi-
sation of ours. . 

I 
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~ · 36. During the past five years we have been 
trying to build up our new Republic. . We have 
failed in many things and we have not su"ceeded 
in others in the measl.Ire that we desire. Brit I 
think. I am justified in saying that our record has 
peen a· creditable one, which can bear' comparison 

- with any elsewhere. Let . us remember our 
failures and try to avoid them in the-future, but 
let us also keep in ·mind our successes which have 
·raised the reputation and ·credit o~ the country 
all over 1;he world. We ,have now to carry· on this 
process and build up in a more conscious, ,deliberate 
and planned way. The path has been chalked· 
out. The journey, however, is not an easy one. 
But then let us remind ourselves constantly-that 
we have not been used in the. past to· soft living 
·or easy- reward. y.l e have to develop that old 
• spirit again, that temper which forgets self and 
. is not depressed },y any. difficUltY ·or temporary 
· la~k of success.. I invite you all to march . along 

this . path. With good heart and faith ·in the 
·destinv of our countrv. · 
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1. Condolenc.e . ' 
The Congress expresses its deep sense of sorrow. 'ahd 

loss at the deaths -of: 
1. Lata Deshbandhu Gupta 
2. Shri B. N. Maheshwari 
3. . Swami Govindanand 
4. Shri Shoorji Vallabhdas 
5. Shri Ramdeo A. Podar 
6. Shri Darbar G~aldas Desai 
7. Shri Harnarain Bajpai 
8. Shri Aga~das 
9. Shii Jagannath Shastri 

10. Shri Chh.Otelal Gupta · 
• •. ·'r . I 

1L Shr1 ~- G: Mashruwala 
12. Shri G. M. Thawre 
13. Shri S: Vedachala Mudaliar 

' 14. Shri T. A. Ramalingam Chettiar 
15. Thrkur Lal Singh · 
16. Qazi Ataullah Shaq 
17. · Shri Shivdas Daga 
18. Shri Badr{Nath Dubey 
19. · Shri Sahib Singh Gour 
20. Shri S. Manohar Rao 
21. Shri· M.· Ramchandra Rao 
22. Shri N. K. Rao • 
23. Shri D. N. Chaudhury 

· 24. Shri Potti Sriramulu 
25. Shri Ramakrishna Punja 
26. . Shri Panda Sant Ram · 

' 27. Sbri Jiwanlal Diwan 
28. Shri T, Thimmarayappa 
29. Shri Dhewar Kondappa 
30. Mufti ~ifayatullah 
31. Maulvi Md. Siddiqi 

' . 

• 

Delhi 
Bombay 

·Bombay. 
Bombay 
Bombay. 

I 

Gujarat 
Mahakoshal 
Mahakoshal 
Mahakoshal 
Madhya Bharat. 
Nagpur 
Nagpur 
Tamilnad 
Tam,ilnad 

·'Bhopal 
N.W.F.P. 

· Mahakoshal 
Mahakoshai 
Vindhya Pradesh 
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· · · Hyderabad . 
Hyderabad· 

· Maharashtra 
Andhra. 
Karnatak 

Punjab 
Gujarat 
Myscire 
Mysore 
Delhi 
Sind 



2. Khau Abdul Ghaffar _Khan 
This Congress ha·s learnt with great co'ncern of the 

continuing illness of Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan, wh~has 
been kept ·in . priso~ in Pakistan for the last five years. 
Khan S'aheb's memory is cherished both in India and Paki
stan as a inan -of truth and peace, and as .one of the 
bravest and noblest soldiers 'of freedom, whose life has 
been a shining example of service and sacrifice, arid who 
taught the 'brave Pathans the way of non-violence and 
peaceful struggle -for righteous causes. It is a grievous 
tragedy that the man who helped g-reatly in bringing 
freedom to India and Pakistan and whom any. nation 
would have delighted to honour, should become a victim 
of the very independence that his labours helped to bring, 
In the days of India's subjection to foreign rule, he spent 
the best years-of his life in the bard prisons of the North 
West Frontier Protince. The same prisons have claimed ' 
him even aftedndependence, and not even his continuing 
and grave illness · has brought him release from this un
ending confinement. 

. This Congress sends its respectful greetings and 
homage to Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan. 

3. Bhoodan Yagna • 
· 'I'he annual session of 'the Indian National Congress 

· deeply appreciates the Bhoooan Yagna mo~ementstarted 
by Acharya Vinoba Bhave and appeals to the country
men, specially the Congress workers, to give active 
support and cooperation to this movement. It also 
requests the Central and the State Governments to- do 
their best' for its success. 

4. -Foreign Policy mel the World Situation 

. The Congress views with de~p concern and grave 
anxiety the ever-growing tension and the deepening crisis 
in the relations between the Great Powers who have 
aligned themselves in rival power blocs, engaged in a 

I , 
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. ~·cold war", and poised to strike with their unprecedented 
armed might, ever mounting .to greater dimensions and 
intensity, .and threatening destruction to themselves a:nd 
to the re~t of the world. ' 

While nations and governments· are not,seeking war 
and the peoples of the world, including those of. the 
countties in the rival blocs, earnestly desire peace, the 
accumulation of and race in armaments continue. The 
campaign and the psychol~gy·of hatred and distru,st;and 
the acceptance by the Great Powers, as the basis 6f their 

·policy, that preparation for large_ scale and total war 
alone can 1ead to the prevention of war, have resulted in 
grave, incalculable ap.d present risk to world peace. Thls 
has not only render,ed the desir.es of the common ·people 
for ·peace ineffective, but has increasingly tu~ned the 
ininds of nation~ and peoples to the acceptance of war 
prepa'rations as· necessary and war itself as almost inevi· 
table. Thus their thoughts and minds are orientated in 
the direction of war. 

Unceasing endeavour should be made to bring about 
a change in the opposite direction. creating a climate of 
peace; and a change in the approach of nations and gov~ 
ernments to one another, and as between groups of .them, 
in the direction o{ reconC!ilia tion rather than. conflict and 
power grouping, so that the great objectives embodied in 
the Charter of the United Nations ·and its' original pur-

. poses may be attained and war prevented. 

To this end,- greater inter~ange and freedom of 
intercourse between nations, particularly between those . - , 
who now stand separated by the cold war and by other 
conflicts, should be encouraged ; progressive and positive 
action to bring about a degree of- disarmament, ·and . 
cessation Of hostile ·propaganda and of campaigns of hate 
arid suspicion, is necessary; and definite i,nitiatives should 
be- taken to resolve at least some of the outstanding issues 
which stand dead-locked in world affairs. Th~ ·broaden-
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ing 9£ the United Natiolis Organisation, by the admission 
of States whose-applications have been pending for many 
years, and the ~represe"'ntation. of China being regu~arised 
by the real Government of China taking ,its place 1n the 

··United Nations, are essential first steps Of grave urgency. 

. The· Coqgres~ appreciates the considerable achie~e-
. ments of the United Nations Organisation in. the <iloc1al, 
economic a~d humanitarian.~ field; even though they fall 
far short, measured ·against the heeds and distress ·of 
manldo.d on tb.'e. one· hand and tKe potentialities of the 
ea~th and the adv.anc~ of hum~n knowledge on the other. - . . 

~while recogillsing the advance 'made···in the colonial 
field duri~g die past few years towards the liberation of 
~ubject people~ and for their ·welfare and progress, the 
Congress is of opinion that this is "inadequate-'and deplores 
that. so~e national movements for freedom are being 
forcibly suppressed, Colonialism, inevitably accompanied 
by race hatred and "conflict, exploitation and inter~ational 
rivalry, is a continuing· cause of war · and human misery 
and should he ended. · 

-The Congress records its appreciation of and support 
to the Government of Incl,ia in pursuing steadfastly 

. unhindered by set-backs, iD.ducements ana provocations, 
the policy of peace . and international cooperation,. and 
non-alignment with Power Blocs: and urges the Govern-
1llent to·. eontinue to pursue this ~ourse which alone 
enables it to make positive contribution towards ·inter
national understanding and world peace. It records its 
appreciation of the peace . ef~orts of the Government 
of India in regard _,t.O the Korean war, which were non
partisan a!.ld based on international law. 

. ' 
T~e people of India, with their rich heritage and 

traditions and their newly-won freedom, have in this 
time of w~rld, crisis a duty to the cause of world peace. 
That duty·they will best discharge by. ridding themselves 
Foor 



and their national .life of all complexes of fear, intoler
ance, distrust and hatred and by. freeing themselves of 
economic dependence on othl!rs. By the · performance 
of ti:Jis duty, they will not only serve their.own country 
but will also serve the larger causes of the world. 

· 5. South Africa 

Til'~ Congress reiterates its admir;~.tion and its appre- · 
ciation of the Satyagraha movement in: South Africa 
against racial discrimination to which the overwhelming 
majority of the people of South .Africa are subjected by 
the Government of the Union. 

The Congress ·notes with deep satisfaction · that 
Gandhiji's message of non-violent ~esisi:ance to· evil has 
taken root in South Africa' and further that in the 
struggle agai~t oppressio~ and racial violence, Afric~IIS, 
EuropeanS; peoples of mixed racial descent and Indians 
have made common cause, thus meeting the twin 
evils of racial discrimination and violence by racial 
cooperation' a~d non-:violence; 

The Government of the Union of South Africa 
continues to flout world public opinion even as embodied 
i~ the moderate resorutiolls of the United Nations 
Organisation which ·only calls upon the Union Govern
ment to· enter into negotiations and allow the facts of 
racial discrimination to be examined. The Government 
of South Africa has thus given further evidence that she 
does not respect the principles of human rights to. which 
the civilised world has given its approval and also that 
she dare not allow the light of reason · or of truth to be 
directed to its offences against the laws of humanity and 
the conduct of civil:ise.d nations.· 

The Congress congr~tulates the .Satyagrahis in the 
Union and. those who. cobperate with them on their 
courage and determinatiop.. as well as on the example 
which they are setting of racial and Communal amity and . .. 
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cooperation which alone can lead to stability and progress 
in a multi-racial society, 

The Congress' trusts' th!lt South Aftic!lns of Indian 
origin will continue to give their whole-hearted support 
to the Satyagrahis and share their sacrifices in such ways 
as may be opened to each one of them. , 

. ~ 

The Congress further calls upon. the civilised :a_tions 
and peoples of the world to look upon'the courageous 
struggle of the Satyagrahis in South Africa 'as a struggle 
of mankind for freedom of ·opportunity and· ·racial 
equality and tolerance carried out in. the way of truth. 
and peace, and to express their sympathy '!"17ith the. victims 
of the raciarpolicies of the Union Government and to 
extend 1;0 the resisters every possible support. 

6. The 'Five-Year Plan 
The most 'important· arid · urgent task before the 

country is to· ensure ec~nomic ··advance for ·the nation 
and to raise the living standards of the . people with .. a 
~iew to ending poverty and· u~empioyment'by greater 
production and equitable distribution,· a~d th.us realise 
the· objective/of social justice and equality.laid down in, 
the Constitution. To this end aU the r~sources of the 
nati~n must. be c!irected in ·a planned manner, aiming 
more particularly at providing productive employment 

· for all, so that everyone becomes a partner iJl the welfare 
state, sharing in. its burdens and benefits alike. 

The Congress .welcomes the first Five Year Plan, 
the adoption of which 'is an event of great significance. 
and promise fot ·the people of 'India, as it initiates a 
process of-plli'nned economic development of the country 
with the purpose of realising progressiveiy· the object
ives aimed at The Plan is a realistic .and flexible 
approach to this great problem and its full implementation 
will lay the sound . foundation · of rapid progress in the 
future. 
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, The Congress agrees that the programme for rural 
development and in~rease in agri~ultural production· in 
respecj; of both· food grains and industrialraw mate~ials 
is of the first importance and food . self-sufficiency must· 
be ·realised at the earliest possible date. ·The Congress 
welcomes' the recommendations in the Plan in regard to 
land PWicY a_nd the emphasis l11id on the expansion and ·. 
strengthening of·.:village and small-scale 'industries. ana 
the building of th~ community on ,::ooperativ~ lines. · 

The Congress views -the Plan as a·fi~st planneiand 
' important step d~signed" to ' pr~p~re' the way for m~ch 
more rapid ad~alice oil all · ttonts of national activity 
and welcomes it as the promise of the progressive fulfil

. ment of its aims and objectives. The Plan depends for 
i~s success on the cooperation. of th~ people in the 
largest measure.in every- phase and ai: every stage of the 
process of implementation.· It is a call to.the tountry 
and an invitation for' leadership, at all levels, to mobilise 
this cooperation· and voluntary effor.t of the people. . To·· 
this great enterprise and magnificent advlinture of build;. 
i~g up New India,\th~ Congress invites all the people of 
the countrY. • · 

. 1 .. 

7. Disapproval of Commuual Activities 

The· Congress reiterates its faith in the way of peace 
and· the methods of persuasion for the solution of out
standing problems, national and international. 

In view of the' repeated attempts on. the part of. 
certain groups in. the country_to ;ouse co=unal bitter
ness by the ·reiteration of slot£ans on the basis of' religion 
which tend to turn. the thoughts of men to violence 
and conflict;· this Congress expresses its. disapproval and 
condemnation o:f these activities, which 'retard the 
growth of good feeling and• mutual tOleran& amongst 
people· professing· _different · religions, · to which the 
Congress is irrevocably--pledged, The activitie~ of such 
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gr~ups il). ·Indian union in regatd t'! the minorities in 
East Pakistan, who suffer so much from the policy of : 
the Pakistan Government, do not promote in any way 
the interests of. these minorities but make the settle
.nient of the probiem more difficul~. and further.. hinder 
the regulated and progressive rehabilitation of refugees · 
from East Pakistan. . 

: The Congress notes with deep regret the.intederence 
of some communal organisations in the affairs of Jammu 
and Kashmir State, which is fraught. With grave evil, and 
hopes that the people of the State will not· allow them
selves to be misled by such propaganda, .which can only 
lead to the disintegration of the State and most unfortu-
nate cons~uences. .· 
8, Reorganisation of States 

The Congress approves of the steps. taken by the 
Government of India in the matter of the formati()n of a 
·separate Andhra State.· These steps are in accordance 
with the policy laid down in the-Congress Manifesto and 
the Report of the Linguistic Provinces Committee 
appointed by the Jaipur Congress. . . 

While confirming that policy,. the Congress • would 
dr~w special attention to the other factors which must be 
taken into consideration in any reorganisation of the 
present States in India, such as the unity of India, 
national security and defence, financial consideration and 
economic-progress, not only of the whole ·nation, but of 

'each State. The successful implementation of the Five· 
Year Plan must alway$ be kept in view. Any further 
steps in the direction of reorganisation of States on the 
basis of language or any other basis will naturally depend 
on the stabilisation of the Andhra State . 

. 9. Changes in the Congress Constitution \ 

· This. Congress ratifies the changes ~de by the All 
India Congress Committee at its' se5sion {\t Indore in the _, 
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Consti,t,utiorl - of.. ,t'Jter /Congress; .. In 'view iof;_ ·. ~ertain ' 
i.riegtilar.ities and mlllp~~Cti~e~. tllat :have . been.: teported 
., .' ' '.. • o ,. ' - 'I • . \ . ) ' ·. I . •, -- . , ·'I . ' '•;. 
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Introduction 

Though India attained Independence in 194 7, and all the 
Indian States acceded to and later·merged. in the Indian Union, 
the Ruler of Hyderabad refused to join the lhdian Union. He 
dreamt ot an Independent Hyderabad State isolated Jrom the rest 
of India, The people of H.yderabad, who never thought that they 
were: separate from the people of India ·and who always held' that 
the formation ·or_ ·Hyder .. bad State was a historical accident, 
opposed this move of the N izani. tooth and nail and through state
ments and resolutions of their political organisation, the Hyderabad 
State CQngress. ma.de known to the world that they were. not one 
witli the N izam in this move. People .also opposed the communalism 
that .:.ras being encouraged by the Government by . leaving the 
initiative in the hands· of the Razakars who with their ·fanatic 
determination took the Jaw in their own hands and tried to sup
press the majority. community by oppressive ·means like loot, 
murder etc. The Hyderabad State Congress which has now been 
nameq !IS the Hyd~abad P;adesb Congr~ss Committee started 
~he struggle for the establishment of Responsible Government and 
for the accession of Hyderabad to the· lndiari. Union in 1947 
and .continued to fight without compromise. ·Thousands of lives 
were lost, lot of property was looted and still the people fought 
with a determination never to bend their l<nees before the autocra-. 
·tic ruler and the communal forces: When the Government of India -· , .. 
saw that dis-order and c-haos prevailed in the State and people were 
oppressed, they were forced .to move, Thus the st'ruggle of the 
people .. for democratisation of· the State· and its accession to 
the Indian Union ended with the Police Action by the Govern-· 
ment ot India, as a result of which the Nizam surrendered to the 
Indian forces and. made way for the establishment of a democratic 
tule in Hyderabad. 
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As there was much confusion, immediately after the Police 
Action, a Military Governor was appointed with full powers to act 
as the administrative· head of the State. I,..at_er a Civil Government 
was established with Sri M. K. Vellodii as the Chief Minister 
ofHyderabad Stete. Then _came t~ period of association of 
popular elements with the governance of the c:ountry, Four 

. Congressmen were t~ken in as Ministers with Sri Vellodi as Chiefi 
Minister. In December · 1 9 5_ 2 c:ame General Elections.. 
Congress contested all the seats and was voted to power having 
gained a m~jority of,seats in 'the Legislative Assembly, Thus full· 
popular Government was established in Hyderabad in March 1952~ 

Though Hyderabad State Congress right from its i~ception 
sought guidance Jrom J.ylahatma Gandhi, Paa<Ht Jawahar\al Nehru 
and the Indian Nationlll Congress, . technically it remained an 
independent body, · After the Police -Actipn, the. Statll Congress 
leaders wish':d: that the organisation should be affiliated to the.
lndiail National Congress and the State Congress made a format 
request to the Indian National Congress, But due to various 
political considerations, the Working Committee preferred not to · 
sanction the ~ffiliation, It was only in 1951 the Congress accepted' 

·the request of the Hyderabad State Congress to be a'· part arid 
parcel of the Indian National Congress and gave it a Pradesh 
status, 

. ' 

The Invitation 

Though, the Congress held ii7 sessions in the,_· past,. in· 
various parts of the country, Hyderabad had no opportunity to. 
either request for a session, or to convene it· since- its political 
situation never allowed such a possibility. Though, marly politi
cians from Hyderallad had been to Congress Sessions in their· 
individual capaeity, people of H yderabad as a whole had . no." 
opportunity to witness such an- august body functioning ·in this, 
august manner, _Immediately aft,er the affiliation. the people. in• 
Hyderabad were eager to see that a Congrllss Session ~as beld;~n, 
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'Hyderabad. Perhaps the leaders and workers from various states 
-of ln<:lia must have been anxious to see the resurgent Hydetabad 
with its tragic past and a transitional present. Thus, when the 
President of Hyderaba:d Pradesh Congress Committee invited the 
.Congress Session to be held in H yderabad in 1952, the Congress 
Working Committee, meet.ing in Delhi on. 20 .June 1952, 
-accepted the invitation and decided that the 58th Session of the · 
Indian N a tiona! Congress should be held in H yderabad from 16th . 

January 1953, ' 

Indeed; it was a high. honour for the people of Hyderabad · 
-to have the .Congress session, But it was an honour as well as ~ 
bea¥y responsibility, Workers were new to the task and huge 

.amingements had to be made. ·They began &tudying the arrange
ments made at different sessi9ns particul~rly at J aipur, N asik and 
-other places, They asked for reports an~ guidance from workers 
·ef the different sessions, They sought help from the A, [. C, C. 
also, 

. 
Provisional Reception Committee 

The Hyderabad Pradesh Congress met on 23rd August 
1952 and appointed a provisiOJjaJ.< :Reception Committee consisting 
-of 120 members with Swami. Ramanand Tirtb, the President of the 
Pradesh Congress Committee as the chairman and Sri Bakar Ali 
Mirza and Sri Narendraji a.s General Secretaries. (The names of 
-members of the provisional Reception Committee are ·given .as 
Appendix (A) to this report,) 

The Reception Committee bad. to make all arrangements 
which included selecting a site convenient for holding the Open 
Session, Subjects Committ~e and for boarding and lodging. of the 

-delegates and other dignitaries who would be attending. the 
· Session, To supply drinki~g water (or Iakhs of visitors who were 
-expected to attend the session, to make lighting arrangements, 
was not an easy joo. Last. of all, but most important was the 



questi~~ of collecting money 'for ·. exectition of 'the . work, · Hence . 
the ·Reception Commiitee in its first ineetiil'g held on 18th Septem-

- bed953 appoint~d a Finance Sub-Co!nmittee wit!} . Raja Pannalal 
Pitti as· ti1e Ch"kirman and: Sri Vasudev N~ik as 'the Secretiu:y. · It 
was the function ofthis Coniinittee to collect ·finances, to make 
payments as per the sanctioned budget,. and to ·look to the proper . 
keeping of accounts, Apart fro~ the Finance. Sub-Committee,. · 
the following other sub-~omrllittees were formed:-· ' 

' 
·The Sub-Committee 

THE STORE PURCHASE SUB-COMMITTEE:-To make pur •. 
cb~ses of materials required for the Session (except food stuffs.) 

FooD Sun-Co:MiiiiTTEE:-To make ~ecessary arrangements 
for boarding of the delegates and other ?ignitaries. 

HoUSING SuB-COMMITTEE:-To make necessary arrange
ments for · the accommodation of delegates, members of the 
A; I, 0 •. C. ~nd other visitors. Apart from this, stib-cumrfiiltee was 
entrusted with· the work of receiving the. delegates and visitors at 

. the Railway station aad Airport and to arrange for their transport . 
and luggage: . 

. ExminTION Sua-C6MMITTEE·;-To arrange .fora Sarvodaya 
Exhibition on the basis of the Gandhian ideology •. 

HEALTH /!;£ S·ANITATION SUB-COMMITTEE:-· To arrange. 
for medical aid and to make necessary sanitary arrangements. . . 

PROPAGANDA AND PUBLI~ITY StJB·COMMlTTEE:-Tbepur-. 
pose of forming this &ub-committee was to issue information bulletins. 

· about the progresS of work done by the· various sub.committees. 
so as to keep the Congr~;.Ssmc:n and others in touch with the work. 

THE VOLUNTEER SUB-COMMITTEE:-The Volunteer Sub~ 
Committee wa~ entrusted with the work of rail!illg volunte~rs· for · 
the session and. tniinthein in a proper way. so_that they may 
be able to work systeinatiealry and in a rlisc.iplineCI manner. 
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PLANNING SUB-COMMITTEE:-The work of this sub-commi
ttee was to co-ordinate and guide the various other sub-committees. 
The Construction of Pendal, making arrangements for water supply 
and light, laying out roads,'construction of bath-rooms and latrines 
~mel other constructional work was entrusted to. this Com~ittee. 
in fa~t this c~mmittee began work along 'wi\h the Finance Sub
Committee. 

Apart from these sub-committees, as per the needs of the 
~ituation, v:arious temporary sub-committees like Proces.sion sub
committee, Ticket-sales sub-committee, Carpets and Shamianas 
Sub-Committee were formed, 

Selection of Site 

The same meeting .of the Provisi~nal Reception Committee 
discussed the problem of selecting a sita for the \'enue of the 
Session, It was de~ided that the session should . be held in the. 
City of Hyderabad •. Two or three places \\'ere suggested. by the 
members present, A sub-committee consisting of Nawab Zain Yar 
Jung, Dr. Chenna Reddy, Srimati Padmaja Naidu, Nawab Mehdi 
Nawaz Jung, . Raja Pann,.lal l'itti and Pandit Narenderji was 
appointed for the purpose <)f going round tbe various. places sugges
ted and ultimately to select a site and report to the ReceptiOn 
Committ~e. These members considered the vari~us aspects 
with regard to the convenience of· the delegat;es as well as 

. from the point of view of economy. They selected a maidan 
flear th.e foot· of Golkonda Fort and the Reception Committee 
iinally decided that the Congress Session should. be held in this 
place, The maidan had, altached to it a number of Military 
barracks a~d officers quarters which could be usefully utilised for 
accommodating lhe delegates and other members of the A. I. C. C. 
A part fi'Dm lhis maidan, there was another maid an which could 
be utilised for the construction of a Pendal for the meeting of the. 
Subjects Committee and housing the Exhibition~ 
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The r, Nanal Nagar " 

The Reception Committee in a.subsequent meeting decided· 
that the venue of the Congress_ Session should be named as. 
•' Nanalnagar", Shri Govindrao Nanal was the first President of 
th~ Hyderabad State Congress ~ho was also the first Satyagrahi· 
to rebel against the despotic rule of the Nizam, It was a fitting 
roemorv to him to name the venue of the Congress Session as- -. -

" Nanalnagar", _ In the same meeting it was decided that the-
main entrance - to the Congress Session should he named _ as 
'Sboebullab Gate.' Sri Shoebulla was the martyr who ga\"e _ his 
life for the cause of democracy, He. was the editor of an Urdu 
daily, •Imroz', who wrote against th~ communal policy of the 
Hyderabad Government with a· powerful pen and suffered death 
at the hands of a fanatic for his advocacy of democratic ideals,_ 
The main gate of- the open session was decided to be harned as
"Sarojini Gate" after the late Sarojini Naidu. 

Membership Catagories 

The Provisional Reception Committee in its meeting of 
23rd August 1952 decided that there should be six categories in-

the Reception Committee membership:- ' 
(a) Rs,lOOO/- or more (b) Rs, 500/- or more(~) Rs. 250/- or more
(d) Rs, 100/- or more (e) Rs. 50/- or more (f) Rs; 25/~ or more, 

Apart from this, the Reception Committee decided that the -
Congress workers certified by the Presidents of D. C, Cs. should 
be enrolled as Reception Committee members at a concessionar 

-rate of Rs, 10/-. · It fixed September 30 as .the last date for the· 
enrolment of members of the Reception Committ~e. 

Election of the Executiv~ 

On 5th October 1952, the meeting of all the members of 
tbe Reception Committee was conven_ed and elections took place~ 
Swami Ramananda Tirtha was elected as the Chairman of the 



Shri Govinda Rao Nanal, first President of the 
Hyderabad State Congress in whose 

memory the venue was named 
as ,. Nanalnagar " 



Receptioif Coriimittee; Raja Pannalal Pitti, Sri Akbar· Ali .K:lian, 
·Sri K. V, Rarlga Reddy· and Sri Jailardan· Rao De!iai were elecflid 
as Vice-Presidents. Sri J, k. Ptaneshacharya, Sri Vasudev Naik and 
Sri Narendraji were·elected as General Secretaries, The various 
sub-committ~s we're requested to continue their good work. It 
was decided that eonvenors of the various sub-committees should be 
ex-officio members of the Executive ·of the Reception G01ilmittee, 
(The list of the members of the EKecutive is given as' appendix 
(B) to this report). 

Having selected the site, the various sub-committees began . . 
rapidly 'to ll)ake preparations for the session, The Fin!lnce Sub-
Committee which w·as charged with the task of enrol!ing members 
of the Reception Committee, raising donations and to find out other 
sources of r-evenue, !OCt a number of times and discossed various 
methods of raising ~unds, .According to the original estimate of . 
the Reception Committee, it was felt that a minimum of Rs. 10 
lakhs was required to finance the session, 

· . Collections 

Enrolment ·forms .and the B·eceipt books were sent to' the 
District · Congre5s C~mmittees and . tbroogh them to Taluk 
Congress Committees. To give an impetus to the work, Collection 
Committees were formed in different parts o( the State, To 
supplement the work, the sub-committee arranged ·tours of 

·influential persons and Congress leaders in the State, It was alsa 
found that many people who hailed from Hyderabad had'settled 
for business ·purpOses outside the State and some big b~sinessmen 
from outside· Hyderabad bad business interests in Hyderabad 
·state,' The Sub-Committee decided: to approach such people at 
thdr headquarters. Sri Janardan Rao Desai and Sri D, G, Bindu 

· went to Calcutta to organise collections for the Session, Swami 
Ramananda Tirth and Raja Pannaliu Pitti went to Bombay for 
donations; Sri Bankatlal Badruka; Sri 'rhokarshi L; Kapadia 
Sri D, D. ltalia, Sri Annarao Ganamukbi, Sri Vinayakrao 



Vidyalankar, Sri Sddha.r Naik and others toured dilferent part·s of 
the State. Inspite of all elforts. the sub-committee felt. that th.e 
necessary amount of Rs. 10 lakhs was difficult to forthcome. There
fore, they adopted a policy of strict i:ontrol over expenditUre. It was 
decided that while maximum cOmfort and convenience ~hould be 
alforded to the delegates and visitors coming from various parts 
of the country, the arrangements should be simple, Wherever 
possible the Sub-Committee got materials on loan and thus saved 

. expenditure. Even the pipes which were laid. for the supply 
of water, furniture and cots were brought on hire and thus a 
large amount that would have been otherwise incurred was saved, 
Simplicity, and comfort were the key-note of the arrangements made. 
Even the paintings and other decorations in the .. Pendal were 
symbol of simplicity ana taste; The Finance Sub-Committee and 
its secretary· Sri Vasudev Naik deserve all the praise, for the 
·splendid success of the session. 

The Accommodation 

The task of the Housing Committee was also a stupendous 
one, To find accommodation for the delegates and other leadtrs, 
to look after them and to construct barracks and huts for the 

.·visitors was too heavy a burden. From the Railway Station to 
Nanalnagar, it was about five miles and the Housing Sub

. Committee undertook to make arrangements for their conveyance; 
Pa~dit Nehr~, the members of the Working Committee, Presidents 
of the P~adesh Congress Committees and other distinguished 
guests were accommodated in the Nilloufer Hospital. For the 
general visitors it was decided to build .Tatti barracks and single 

_ room and double room huts for which it was decided to charge. 
_Arrangements for the supply of hot water to the delegate~ and · 
A. I. C. ~- members were made. Number of temporary bath·· 
rooms were constructed with slab-flooring and zinc sheet c:c,ver. 
A number of latrines were also constructed a part from those \vhich 
already existed. The housing sub-committee had.to accommodatei 

I 



Swami Ramananda Tirtha 
Chairman of the Reception Committee 
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.a Telegraph office, a Post office, ·a Bank,· ·a Hospital, three Police 
Stations, a few neat refreshment Tooms_ etc. within the delegates 
.camp. They had to find out accom~odation for . pressmen also in 
the same camp. Place Wa$ also required to house t.he Teleprinters 
of the . various newspapers and other news agencies for the quick 
·despatch of .news from the place. All these arrangements, the 
committee made with amazing speed a!Jd efficiency. \J,'orkers 
from the City of Hyderahad under the able guidance and 
-chairmanship of the then Law Minister, Sri Jaganhatbrao Chandarki 
worked very bard and with discipllne for the execu'tion of this 
heavy ta!:k which. was' entrusted to them, Spechil mention must . . 
'be made of Sri Kesbav · Prasad· and· Sri Ramdev who worked 
·untiringly in makillg splendid arrangements,' 

The _Delegates from various parts of_ India were 
.accommodated in the pe1·manent buildings in the Mabammadi 
-tines. _The accommodati9n was provided pradesh-wi~e. All the 

· ~elegati'S were provided with- cots, Each delegate . was charged . . 

Rs. 7/- for al! .these aTrangements as accommodation fee. 
Members nf the A.'[, C. C. were also housed in other buildings 
in the· same lines and they were also charged- similarly, The 
·.aceommodation for workers . who produced certificates from their 
..-espective Pradesh tongress comnii.ttees was pro,·i~ed in permanent 
buildings at Makkai Darwaza and visitors were accommodated in 
·the Tatti barracks specially constructed for the purpQse, These 
were charged from R.i. 100 to RS. 10/- depending upon the 
convenience given and the space allotted ~o them, Apart 
from this, arrangements were al~o made in the City in the 
Vivek Vardhini High School, Keshav Me!porial High School etc, 
.to accommodate others coming from within the State. 

Transpott Arrangements 

As mentioned earlier the Housing Committee made transport 
co.rrangements 
Department, 

with ·the co-oreration of the Rr.ad Transport 
No less than 150 buse~. a majority of which were 
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new were c~mmi8$ioned into seryice; the new buses having been, 
received througti" a happy coincidence just prior to the Session~ 
·.These buses were operated from }taniganj, Nampalli and Afzalgan}· 
to Nanalnagar and back carrying what seemed iike endless-
traffic. Therewas a regular stream of buses all · along these· 
routes and one could see almost 2 to: 3 buses every minute. All· 
this was made possible_ by mobilising the entire resources of th~ 
Road· Transport Department,. enlisting the co-operation of all
categories of stair, who without exception, joined . in the marathon· 
effort in making the arrange- ments 5o thorough. 

The total number of visitors transported was 2,27,625. 
Arrangements made for the. transport of delegates and visitors· 
arriving .bv trains at Hyderabad and Kachiguda stations to· 

. Nanalnaga; and back were also very elaborate. In the ~timation 

. of the delegates who came from._ outside t~e State, these arrange. 
ments were particularly appreciated in . that the transport both of · 
psssengers in the new "Guy Orter'' buses and their .luggage in· 
exclusive lorries was arranged in just -under one hour for whole· 
train loads of visitors, 

· The Road Transport Department of Hyderabad deserves. 
appreciation· for the magnitude and efficien'cy of the transport 
llrovided for th~ Congress .. Bession. 

~ailway Arrangements 

To meet the rush on. account of the Congress Session 
specially from "14th of J!lnuary 1953 to 18th January l953,. 
additional booking windows were opened at Hyderabad, Kacliiguda 
as well as Nanalnagar, .Reservation, enquiry and left l11ggage offices . 
were opened at Nanalnagar, Nampally and Kacblguda Stations, 

Extra 'staff was deputed t9 cope with the arrangements~ · A 
parcel office was -opened at N analnagar to deal' with Parcel traffic 
'which was expected for . Sarvodaya Exhibition, The Parcel and 
enquary offices were opened at Nanalnagar from 15th January to-



The malo gate of the Sarvodaya Pradal'llhini, organised under tbe ausplcee 
. of the Sarva Seva Bangb, Wardha 

The Bapu Mandap, which was located In the centre of the Exhibition ground, 
attracted a large number of people 
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deal with the inward parcels and to maintain laison with Congres~ 
aurborities regarding probable arrivals and departures of Congress
men. From 6th onwards ·advanced parties of volunteers. and. 
Congress visitors started arriving at Kachiguda and Hyde~abad 

Stations. On i4th and 15th, eight specials · on Broad guage and 
two specials on· meterguage were received· at H yderabad and 
Kacheguda Stations. Charts were prepared for the various trains 
and specials in advance and put up at different enquiry offices to 
enable intending passengers to find their seats early. ·Additional· 
refreshment and food-stalls were opened at Hyderabad and Kachi· 
guda Stations. The Reception Committee congartulates the Central 
Railways for the elaborate arrangements made by them durin~ the 
Session. 

Sarvodaya Exhibition 

As a part of the Congress Session the Sarvodaya. Exhibi
. tion was also held under the guidance of the Sarva Seva Bangh, 
Wardha. 

Originally, the Reception Committee at its first sitting 
nominated a local committee with Shri· Ramakrishna Dhoot as the 
Convener to organise the Exhibition. Later, the local Committee 
in consultation witli Shri Shanker. Rao Deo, Secretary, Sarva 
Seva Sangh thought that it would be in the fitness of things ifthe 
Sarva Seva Sangh were requested to shoulder the· responsibility. 
Accordingly, the chairman addreEsed the Barva Seva Sangh, who 
were pleased to accept tlie Invitation and nominated a Committee 
of representatives of different constructive organisations at Wardha 
and Sevagram and included therein the members of the Locaf 
Committee also. Shri A. T, Nanavati of the Hindustani Prachar 
Sabh<~, \Vardba was appointed as the Convener. The. entire 
committee together with a number of · A, I. S. A. and other 
workers had come much earlier to .attend to the work, the Recep-. 
tion Committee giving them all assistance whenever needed and 
called for. 
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The Exhibition covered an area of 1000' x 800' which 
included the space for the ac~ommcidation of workers and thei~ 

<boarding arrangements.. In consonance with the principles of 
Sarvpdaya,, everything there, cqnstruction and art were purely of 
-locl!-1 materials ··and the food stuffs were of gramodyog. Near!y 
1000 persons were fed daily, which included workers who were 
,engaged. in construction, accounts, supervision, volunteers, stall
.bolders and demoristr.ti:ors, Shri Pandya Gcrujee, the Principal 
-of the National College, Khamgaon with a band of his pupils had 
·Come a couple of months earlier and worked at the gate and inner 
·decorations: The Gates were magnificient and attracted a large 
.crowd, 

The following Institutions tock part in the demonstration 
Section:-

1 All India Spinners' .Association. 
· 2 All Ind.ia ViUage Industries Associat\on. 
3 ·Gandhi N'ational Fund, New Delhi. 
4' Adim Jati Sevak Sangh, New Delhi,· 
!5 Go-Seva Sangh, Wardha, 
6 · Hatijan Sevalc Sangb. 
7 Kasturba Gandhi Memorial F!flld. 
8 Hiudust3ni TalirniSangh, Sevegram, 
9. Hindustani Prachar Sabba1 Wardha. 

10 Go-seva Mandai, Hyderabad. 
11 · Nisa.rgopachar (Nature Cure Home) Urd-Kanchan 
12 Nature Cure Clinic, Bolar.um. 
13 Ko~;a Kendra, Bombay .• 
14 Sarvoclaya Ashram, Sarv~il. 
15. Gas Plant from Bombay. 
16 ·Bone Meal_ Digester, 
17 Japanese method. of Paddy· cultivation, 
18 l'alm Gur Section; Ministry' of Agriculture, G~Vt 

of India,· · · l 



Panditji visits Sarvodaya Exhibition. 
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19 Governments of Hyderabad, Madya Pradesh., 
United Pro1ince; Bihar and Bombay. 

20 'All tloe Departments of· Hyderabad :-VIZ. Agri.: 
culture; Co.operative, Industries, Veternary, Statis-
tics, . Information, Ar~heological, · Education., 
;Engineering Research. · 

Besides, in the -Bazil.r Section; the following institutions-
. participated-. " 

1 · All India Spinners' Associ~tion, Kashmir Branch .. 
Bombay Branch, Punjab Branch. 

2 Hyderabad· Khadi Samiti, Hyderabad·Do. 
3 Hyderabad Karnatak Gram Seva Sangh. 
4 Khadi and Gramodyod Pr~char Samiti (Adilabad)~ 
5 Gandhi Ashram, Meerut (U. P,) 
6 Gandhi· Ashram,- Thiruchengodu (S, India,) 
7 Orissa Govt. Khadi Section, 
8 Wesi Beng~l Khadi Section, Silk Production • 

. ' . ' ' . . 
9 A.ndhra Fine Khadi. ' . . 

10 Gram Seva Mandai, Nalwadi, Wardha. 
11 Bihar and U. P. Govts. Publications Depts, 
12 · News paper section Hi~du, and Indian Express, 

A number of Sundry producers· viz. embroidery, ivory
works, perfumery, ceramics were also there, 

· · The Exhibition was opened on . 13-1-1953 by Shri Satisb 
Chandra Dass Gupta and was held for 5 days. About 1} lakbs or 
visitors took advantage of the Exihibition. 

. . The e11tire arrangements, dt;monstr~tions, . etc. were· very 
much appreciated. The c<lntre, of att!'3-ctions· were the Bapoo
Mandap where relics of Bapuji, Photos, writings and books were
k~t, and the Bhoo-Dana · Yagna Mandap which depicted the
latest peaceful sqcio-economic revolu~ion that is· being brought i~ 
our country by Poojy~ Acliarya _Yinoba Bhave; · 

\ ' ' • I 'I 
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Constructions 
As mentioned .earlier,.the Planlling- .Ccmunlttee was entrust

~d with tbe work of Planning oti~ ~he details- of construction. 
Under the guidance of Na;vab Zai~ Yar Jung_ the Committee did 
splendid work. The Public _works department allowed Sbri 
Veeranath Rai, Executiv~ E'ngineer, Special Divisi.on to render 
honourary service after his office-hours. The encolsure for the 
Open Session was mea~t to accommodate two iakbs people. A 
·spacious dias to seat about two hundred distinguished guest's was 
:also built; Bath-rooms, Latrines were-bujlt and roads were laid. 
'The Electricity Department, the Water Works Department and 
Drainage Department ~-operated. splendidly in making the 

·Session a great success. 

Postal Arra_ogements. 

To caier to the needs of the delegates attending. the 
Session the Post and Telegraphs Dep'artnient had made 
-elaborat~ arrangements, A delivery post-office for the convenience 
·Of the public called l.'l!analnagar Post oft)ce was opend opposite 
the main Panda! where the session was held, A no-delivery post 

-office called Sarvodaya Pradarshini Post office was opened at the 
-exhibition ground-e. A special· booth for the sale of Mabatam 
Ghandi Pictori~~ol postcards was op~ned at the entrance gate, 
Seventeen letter boxes were installed in various centrdl localities 
.for the Delegates ~nd visitors to post their letters. A Telegraph 
office and a Telphon'e exch:mge was_ also· opened at Nanalnagar. 
A 200 line multiple loeal exchange with Telephone connctions 
to important persons and officers attertding the se~sion was also
-opened. The latest type trunk ·exchange in conjunction with 
long distance equip~ent and· witli direct circut to Bombay, 
'New Delhi, and Culcutta and junction to Trimulghery was opened. 
Two public call offices were <il,;o opened at Nanalriagar for the'- use 

-<if the Public, A ·departmental Tele:graph office.associated with 
'.tong aistance voice frequency Tefegblpb equipment \V:\S opened~ 

::i '. . ' 
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"Telegraph circuits working directly with Bombay, New Delhi, 
.Calcutta· and Madras wer~ provided. Arrangments had also been 
:made for booking and transmission of Hindi Telegrams, Direct 
·Circuits:to Bombay and Madras were extended to Press Agencies 
;for their· ex~Jusive use .for working· Tele(lrinters. 

Publicity 

Along w!ih the preparations and arrangmentS' which were 
!being ·carried on at Nanalilagar, to give publicity 'to the news was 
al$0 equ11ly important. This task was left to a separate sub-· 

-Committee. This committee was in constant touch with the journalists , 
of Hyderabad and supplied necessary information to them. The 
Newspapers of Hyderabad State and also of the whole of India 

• -co-operated fully with the . Reception Committee, in giving full 
,publicity to the activities of the Rece'ption Committee. 

Apart from what the newspapers published; information 
'bulletins were published by the Sub-committee and \vere distributed 
·inside a'nd outside the; State, The sub-committee also prepared 
bulletins containing general information regarding the_ Historical 
phiceil like Golkonda, Dowlatabad, Ajanta and Ellora Caves1 

-the Salat Jung Musium, Osmania University, Falkanumll Palace 
·etc;,. !!.long with· a map· showing the various places. This was 
of much help tci t!Je people coming from various parts of the 
-count.ry, $imilarly arrangements regarding . reception, conveyance, 
-residence1 meals, . meetings and what charge~ the Deligates should 
·p'!Y lor all these conveniences, were conveyed in· detail ·through 

. 'another bulletin.. The Sub.c:Ommlttee was also ·responsible for. 
'Publl~~in!r a map of tbe~ Nan~l_nagar showing the different places 
-and offices. The sub..committee· framed certain rules· for :the 
iss~e . of Press Passes and looked after tbe c<inveniences ~f · 
~ttend·i~g journalists. · · ' · ' 
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Boar~it\g 

Food arrangements' for all . the · delegates and other 
visi!ors was a difficult problem, Food· Sub-coQlmittee estimated 
that they would have to feed two lakhs of persons: Apart 
from this, the Committee made separate arrangements for the 
bQarding of volunteers and workers who were working oq the 
ground long before the tb~ Session actually began, There was 
~ kitchen. also attached to the Sarvodaya Exhibition. Shri 
Kotturi Seetaiah Gupta, was the Convenor of )he Sub-committee,. 
while Shri Kalva Suryanaray;>na, Shri B.' Kishenlal· and others 
Jlelped h'im in this huge task, It was decided that only D~legates 
aqd Congress workers should be given entrance to the kitchel1' 
of the Reception Committee, For Visitors,. a n~mber of Hotels 
were established under the direct supervision of the Health and · 
Sanitation Committee: · The Delegates were ~barged Rs, 1-4-0 
for each meal, A spaciou·s dinniqg ball with platforms to serve 
as dining tables to accommodate 2000 plates .at a time was 
constructed, Sanitary arrangements made in the kitchen
are worth· me~tioning. Though. thousands of people were fed 
every day, not a fly could be· seen in the. dining hall or . in the 
Kitchen, A Municipal lorry was in attendance at the Kitchen 
and when meals were over, the leaves were. thrown into the lorry 
which took the waste to a far off place. 

The' people of Nizamabad district, · through Shri 
K. V. Ranga Reddi promised to supply. the· whole quantity ~f 
rite required for the Session free of. cost, . Shri Bankatlaf 
Badruka supplied the oil and table salt rieeded ·for the· whole 
session and thus. ·lightened · the· burden . of ·.the Reception- . 
Committee, 

The Gujarati Mandai was incharge of. all Food Arrange
ments f~r the dignitaries at the '.N illofour · Hospital. Sbri
. PhoolChand Gandhi took keen interest in making all arrange
ments and giving all conveyances .to the' members residing in' 
the Hosoital. 



· Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru at Dinner 



· The Seva Dal Rally. 
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Volunteers 

The volunteer sub-committee also began i~s work'in a 
planned manner. It took a !on~ range vie1v and decided to take the 
advice of Dr. N. S, Hardikar, Sanchalak of the All India Congress 
·Seva Dal. Dr. Hardikar was kind enough to go to Hyderabad 
and guide in the formation and functioning of the Sava Dal. He 
advised the Committee to. establish a training camp f1Jr the · 
Volunteers and only enlist such of the VG)unteers who underwent 
this prescribed training ... While this trained personnel would.be 
of great help in undertalcin~ various types of work during the 
session, they would also form a neuclus for. the future "II orking of 
:the Seva Dal in the. Sta~e. With this purpo~e in view, lt was 
decided that a certain number of volunteers should also be taken· . . 
from the 16 · districts of the State apart from the City of H ydera
bad and Secunclerabad, Those who satisfied· a minimum 
educational qualification equal to the matriculation standard were 
·given one months. training. iti a camp at the Nanalnagar itself, 
The All . India Congress· Seva Dal sent Shri Tilwawala of G)ljarat, 
Shri Subbarao of Mysore for this purpose,· They imparted the 
trainning for men and wom~n volunteers. Thes·e volunteers· 
after the completion of one month's training were expected. to 
go to their . districts and raise volunteers there and train them in 
turn, Thus 481 volunteers . from the districts, 444 volunteers 
from Secunderebad 'and 614 volunteers 'from Hyderabad, worked 
during the Session. 

The Volunteer sub-~ommittee decided to appoint Shri 
N. R. Raghavendra as G. 0. C. and Shri Mudgalker as the Asst. 
G 0: C. The sub-committe~ supplied . with uniforms of blue half
pants, white shirts, white caps, brown shoes and white socks to aiL 
men volunteers while women volunteers were supplied with white 
sari with a blue border, blue blouse and brown· shoes with 
white socks. 



IS 

Hea..lth Services 

The health and santitation su b-comrriil tee under . the 
· ch_airmansi1ip ol Dr. Melkote, the Finance . Minister of Hyderabad, 
organised the. me:!ical and health section. They also ~Janned 

the sanitary arrangements to be. made 11t Nanalnagar. Dr 
Bhandari was the conveoor of the. sub~committee. The Medical 
and Public Health Department of the' Government of Hycleraba 
gave full ~operation. in the task of the Sub:committe 
Hyderabad Municipal Corporation extended its bands· of co-

1 

operation .in ~aking I'Bnitary ·arrangements. Sbri Gulabchan~ 
Nagori,·a ·veteran Congressman ·or ·A!lrangabad planned Wardbal 
type latrines and got them constructed. The drainage arran~:e-1 

ments we.re looked after by the drainage dept. Dr. B; K Nl.lik! 
· . t · . . I 

was made in-charge Civil S~rgeon, Sevet1 Medical Officers, twQ: 
. . . ' I 

Lady Doctors, Three Asst. Health Officers, Six compounders,, 
1'~~·sisters, Two Nurses were on duty at Nanalnagar. · 

One well ·equipped dispensary was established . in twol 
decent Bunglows wi~hin thc close proximity of the Delegates~! 

Campus wit~ special: arr~ngements for in-patient~ with. sufficientj 
accommodation. This · d1spensarv actt1ally functiOned from 9th.

1 

to 20th January 1953 day and night with the medica) Sl!lft postedi 
I . I 

there: for the t;urpose·~ The _total number of ~atients treated. ~YI 
Med1cal and Health Staff.durmg the above period was 3968 w1th! 
daily average 'Of 331 paiients, The total number of in-patients; 
treated were 52 out of which 26 patients were transferred to other! 
H~spitRis for further Jreatment. · . , . · I 

In the field of Public Health, nine Health lnspect~rs and 
other staff worked hard, · Four First-Aid posts ,~ith necessary 
equipmel)t and well trained staff were erected at four impo;tant 
and conspicuous centres in order to cater to the immediate needs. 
of the injured. Two Health Inspectors were posted in each post j 
for day and night duties from 9th. to 20th January 1953. In 1 

addition. to this staff, two Medical students and ·one Red cross i 



The front view of the pendal of the open session. 
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Dai in each post were also ··deputed to work in co-ordination with 
the Heallb Staff. The total number of patients attended by th~e 
four First-Aid posts were 498 during the above said period, ' 

: Bes!des.this, separate ~rrangements for immediate medical · 
aid in the VolU11teers' Camp. was al~o made and. one Assistant 
Health Officer as well as one Health Inspe'ctor were ·posted for 
the purpose with necessary medicines and ~illage MediCine :J3oxes 
in order to obviate inconvenience to the'· volunteers. The total 

' . . -
number of patients treated in this cal!lp was 1592 with daily 
a'*erage of 133, 

Two ambulance .Cars were kept. ready 11,t Nanalnagar 
dispensary td carry patients, .. Out 'of the two . on~ was always 
kept ready in the. vicinity of the important pendals where subjects 
committee and open session meetings were bel~ with a view to meet
ing any emergency. Volunteers as- well as other people who be• 
came uoi:oncious. ~ere shifted instantaneously- to the Nanalnagar 

I ' 

hospital in the Ambulance Car which was kept ready for all such 
emergt!ncies during . important gatherings at' the venue of the 
Congress- ·session, ·Two 'Health Inspectors ·were also kept in 
Sultan Bazar Hospital under rese.rve for relief work, 

Cultural Programmes 

During the three days of the Congress . Session, -it was 
thought fit 'to organise some cultural· programme, Hence an 
entertain men~ sub-committee was formed with Shri _ Ekbote: as 
the· .Convenor. This sub-committee was entrusted w!tn the work 
of organising a Cultural Variety EntertainJllent ·Programme which 
was staged during the. congress Session. The net collection 
which amounted toRs. 8551-14,..8 was sent as an aid for the 
struggle carried on by the Soutti Aflican people for th.eir emanci
pation, This sub-committee with· the active co-operation of 
me.ny ladies and gentlt'men successfully enacted one Act from the 
famous drama "Path an " staged by Shri Prithviraj, a renowned . -
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. star. Swami Ramanatid 1irth, addressed the gathering and thanked 
.Shri , Prithviraj and his ballet fot the co-o'peratiori. Folk dances:
and songs ~ere ·given by- Adibasis .from district$ and · Social· 
Service department too.k active 'interest in organising this part of 
the prog.:Smme. Membe~s of Sadhana 'Sangh ~!aged a small 
drama "'hiclJ was very niuch appreciated by the audience. · 
Thd committee· provided f~cilities for- the _members_, of th~ Moral~ 

. Rearmarent troupe· 'to· s~age a drama '' Jotham Valley". The 
setting of dlffererit sc~nes and the marvellous acting of different 
actors was very mi.tch appreciated by the ·audience; · 

A tr.>upe consie~ing of' nearly_ forty. boys · aJ:!d girls from 
Wardha wete. invited to giv.e .a cultural performance.· Their per-· 
formance \vas also gre'l~ly' app(eCiated, particularly the fo~k Gongs.·: 

The entertainment sub-committee entertained the·guests 
for three consecutive days, First day after collecting some amount. 
fQr the South Afri~o pc:ople, the other two days visitors \~er~ 
allowed free of charge, 

~hanks 

' . 
The Reception Committee· congratulates the convenors and 

members of th~ various sub-committee~ for the. splendid .~o-opera-' 
tion . t~ey gav~ i(l making the. congress s.eS.sion a great success. 
They also thank the Government of Hyderabad for e~tendlng their 
c6-operatiQn by asking. the Mec:!ical and Public Health l)ept. · 
Electr~dty and Water Works Depi~. etc. to help the Reception 
committee. 



. Pandit N.ehru with the rri~mbers of the Reception Committee: 
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Appendix A. 
Members of the Provisional 

Reception Committee · 

1 Swami Ramanand.Tirth, Chairman 
2 .Shri B, Ramakrishna Rao 
3 Siui D, G. Bindu 
4 Shri V, B. Raju 
5 Sbri Poolchand Gandhi 

'· 
6 Shri K. V. Ranga. Reddy 
7 Dr. Chenna Reddy 
8 Dr. G. S. Melkote 
9 Sbri Devisingh Chauhan 

10 Shri J agannatha Rao Chanderki' 
1l Shri Vinarak Rao Vidyalankar 
12 Shri Mehdi Nawa~ Jung 
18 Shri Shanker Dev 
14 Shri G. Anna Rao 
15 Shri J, K. Praneshacbarya 
16 Shri Bakar Ali Mirza 
17 Sliri B', V. Gur~murthy 
18 Shri P. V. Narsimha Rao 
19 Shri Shanker Rao Chauhan 
20 Shri Muralidhar Rao Komtikar 
21 Shri Virupakshappa.. 
22 Shri Jamalapuram Keshav .. Rao 
23 Shri' Manick Chand Pahade 
24 . Shri P. Hanmanth Rao 
25 Shri K. Venk~t Rama Rao 
26 'Pandit N arendraji 
2'1 Shrl J anardhan Rao Desai 
28 .Shri M. V. Goutam 
29 Shri S. V, Naik 
30 Shri Mukund Rao Pedgaonker 
31 Shri Vasudeo K~ishnaji N ai~ 
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32 · Shri Tokarsbi Lalji Kapadia 
83 Sbri Ra!lla.krishna Dhoot 
34 Shri Madapati Hanumanth Rao 
35 . Dr. Tbimma Raju 
36 Raja Pannalal Pitti 
37 Raja Bankatlal Badruka 
38 Sbri Puranmal Laboti 
39 · Sbri Lakshmi Chand Cbellani 
40 Sbri Siddamsetti Rajesbwar Rao 
41 Shri Belde Jagadesbwariab 
42 Shri D. D. ltalia 
43 Shri Taraporewala · 

' 44 Shri Nawa.b Jain Yar Jung. 
45 Shri Kazi Dawar Hussain 
46 Shri Mir Akbar Ali Khan! 
47 ShriC. S. Tyabji 
48 Shri Varadaraj Rajeshwar Rao 
49 Sbri A. S. Abdul Kbader · 
50 Shri Kondal Rao (Devarkonda)-" 
51 Shri Minnu Shroff 
52 Shri Bapu Sabeb' Deshpande 
53 Sbri Sr!ram Bhangdia 
54 Sbri Pukbraj Jain 
55 Shri Anandji Bhai 
56 Shri Vitbal Reddy ' 
57 Raja Ra!padev Rao 
ii8 Shri Babasaheb Savneker 
59 · Shri Ramachander Rao Paikaji 
60 Shri K, Ashanna 
61 Shri K, Keshav Reddy 
62 Shri M. Lakshmaiab 
63 Shri J. B. Mutyi!l Rag 
64 Shri K, R, Veeraswamy 
65 Shri Arege Ramaswamy 
66 Shri Gopal Rao Ekbote 



K. V. Ranga 'Reddy 
(Revenue Minister) Vice-Chairman 

Vice-Chairman 



Janardhan Rao Desai 
Vice-Chairman Nawab Akbar Ali Khan 

Vice-Chairman 



OUR SECRETARIES 

Vasudeo Naik 

.:· :.~ 

Panclit-Narendraji 
1 7·,:~ :·::,: ~ 

J. K. Praneshacharya 

Bakar Ali Mirza 



Chairman, Health and S.mitation 

Jagannath Rao Chandarki 
Chairman, Housing Sub-Committee 

Nawnb Zain Yar Jung 
Chairman, Planning Sub·Committc~ 

Phoolcbnnd Onndhi 

ln·chnrgc Nillofor Hospit.'ll 



OUR CONVENERS 

Gopal Uno Ekbotc 
Entertainment Sub-C<".mmittee 

Thokllrsi Lalji Kapadia 
Store Purchnse Sub-Committee 

B. V. Gurumurthy 
Volunteer Sub-Committee 

Kottur Secthlah Gupta 
Food Sub-Committee 



OUR CONVENERS 

Planning Sub-Committee 

Kesbav Prashad Mishra 
.tiowing Sub-Committee 

Madhav Rao Anvari 
Propaganda & Publicity Sub-Committee 

Dr. Rbandari 
Health & Sanitation 



OUR EXECUTIVE MEMBERS 

B. Ramakrishna Rao 
Chief Minister 

D. G. Blndu 
Bome Minister 

VinayAk &o Kor11tnknr 
Labour Minister 



OUR EXECUTIVE MEMBERS 

M. Hanmanth Rao Smt. Vimalabai Melkote 

Smt. Sangam Laxmibai 

Sint. Shahan Jahan Begum 



OUR EXECUTIVE MEMBERS 

S. Venkatswami Yerram Satyanaroyana 

Rarnnivas Sharma 



OUR EXECUTIVE MEMBERS 

D. D. Italia 
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67 Shri Veerendra Patil 
68 Sh!i Bishop Mandai 
69. Smt. Padmaja Naidu 
70 Smt. Gyankuma,ri Heda 
71 · Smt. Saraswathi Bai D~shpand~ 
'1:2 . Shri Madapati Ramacbender Rao 
73: Sbri J, V. Narsing Rao. 
74 Sbri Kottur Seetaiah 
75 Shri Narsing Prashad Jain 
76 Shri Jagat Narayan Pandya 
77 Sbd J. Ra~areddi 
78 Sbri Mallappa Koiiur 
79 Shri Donti Gopal Rerld y 
80 ~hfi G. Madhav'Rao 
81 Sbri P!'ddi Narayana 
82 ·sbri :Mukundas Malani 
83 Shri Laxminiwas Ganeriwal 
84 Shri Dwarkadass, Advocate, Aurangabad' 

I 

85 Shri Pu~ushottani Rao Chepalgaonker 
86 Shri Madanlal Cboubisa, J alna 
8'1 Shri S, Venk~t Swainy: 
88 G. B •. Bhan 

Appendix B. 

Executive of the Reception Committee .. 
·· 1 Sbri S'!ami Ramanand Tirth, Chairman . 

2 Raja Pannalal Pitti, Vice-Chairman 
3 . Nawab Akbar Ali Kban; Vice-Chairman 
4 Sh~ K. V. Ranga Reddy, Vice . do 
5 . Sbri J anardan Rao Desai, Vice do . 

. 6 Shri B. Ramkrishna. Rao 
7 Sbri D. G. Bindu 
8 Shri Vinayak Rao .Vidyala'nkar 
9 Dr. Chenoa Reddi , 



. 10 Shri M. Hanmanth Rao 
11 Srimathi Vimala Bai Melkote 
12 Smt. ~angam Laxmi Bai 
13 Smt. Shahajahan Begum 
14 Shri D. D. Italia 
15 Raja Bankatial Badruka 
16 Shri Yerram Sathyanarayana 
17 Shri Gopal Rao Ekbote, 

· 18 Shri B. V. Gurumurt;hy 
19 Shri Tokershi Lalji Kapadia 
20 Shri K, Seetai~h Gupta 
21 Nawab Zain Yar JUng 
22 Shri V. B. Raju · 
23 Dr. Bhandari 
24 · Shri Keshav Prasad :Mishra · 
25 Shri Madhav Rao Anwari 
26 Shri Amritlal Nanawati 
27 Shri Ramanivas Sharma. 
28 Shri S, Venkat Swamy 
29 Shri N, R. Raghavendra, · 
SO Dr, G. S. Melkote 
31 Shri Jagannath Rao Chandarki 
82 Pandit Narendraji .General Secretary 
83 Shri J, K, Praneshacharya do 
84 Shri V, K. Naik do 

Appendix. C. 

Sub-Committees 
FINANCE SUB-COMMITTEE:-

1 Raja Pannalal Pitti, Chairman 
2 Shri B. Ramakrishna Rao 
3 Shri Puranmal Lah~ti 
4 Raja Bankatlal Badruka 
5 Shri D. D, Italia 
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6 Shri Sridhar N aik _. 
. 7 Shri Thokersi I.alji Kap;tdia 

8 Shri Laxmichand Chellani 
9 Shri Poolch"nnd ·Gandhi 

10 Shri K. v: Ranga Reddi 
. 11 Shri C. S. Tyabji 

12 Raja Mahabub.karan Bahadur 
13 Shri Ahmed 'Mohiuddin . 
14 Shri Mukundas Malani 
15 ?b'ri Bapurao beshpande 
l6 Shri Minna Shroff 
17 Shri Akbar Ali Khan 
18 Nawab Dawood f!,uig: 
19 · Shri Anandji Bhai. . 
20 Shri Laxminivas Ganeril~al· 
21 Shri Venkat Swam}· · 
22 Shri Bhagat_ Ramji . _ 
23 Sliri Narayandas Daga. 
24 Shri Belde Jagadeshwa.riah. 
25 Sbri C. S. Modi 
2j; Shri A. Rangapandu 
27 ·Shri Gopikishen Malani 
28 Shri Govardbanlalji 
29 Raja Dhanraj Girji 
30 Shri Aziz Ahmed 
31 . Shri Babu Khan · 

. 32 Raja Chaturbhan Girji . 
33 Sbd T. R. Parekh ·· · 
34 . Shri Vasudeo Naik;, Conv~ne~~Sectetary·· 

VoLUNTEER ~uB-COM¥ITTEE :-· 

-. 
3 Dr. G. S, Melkot~. Chairrilan 

· l Sbri :$. V, Gurumurty, Convenor .. 
2 Capt. v. B. Joshi 
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.4 .Sbri Babu Rao Mud·galker 
'··. ' . ', . ' ~ . 
5 Shri N, R, Raghavendra . / . 

·l 6 ,,Shri .Yyas Thirth 
.· 7' Shl'! Manick Rao 
'<; 8 · Shri ,Shai1kerdevjr Vidyalankar 

-, 

9. ,shri Lele 
~0 ShabjahaQ -Begum . · 
11_ !;)hri V.. Gopal Reddy 
12·.- Smt, Saogam Laxmi Bai 
13 Shri Sardar Singh ·: 

'.!i·:· ,. \ .... ,. ' .-::- :. - ... 

PROPAGANDA AND. PUBUCiTY SUB-COMMITTEE:-

. 
1. Shri Madhav Rao. Ahwari, Convenor 
2 · Shri Bhojraj, Member 

· 3 Shri J ~girda,r, R,, G. · · 
· 4 Shrl Narottam Reddy 

5 Shri Tuljapurker 
o Shri j. N. Sharman 
7 Shri M. N arsinga Rao 
8 Shri Ahmadullab Ansari 
9. Shii HB!ischandra Heda ' 

10 Sbri A bid Ali Khan 

STORES PURCHASE SUB-COMMITTEE (-

1 .1 .. Shri Thokersi Bhai Kapadia, Convenor 
· 2 Raja Batikatlal Badruka 
3 · ·Shri Bbagat Ramji 
4 'Shli Pratap Bhai 
5 Sbri E, Ba.laram 
6 Shrl Yen:am Satyanarayana 

. '1 Shri G. B. Bhan 



PLANNING COMMITTEE:- , 

i Nawab Jain Yar Jung,.Cha.irman 
2, Shri V. B, Raju, Convenor 
8 Shri Ali Raza 
4 Shri Premraj 
5 Shri Ahmed Mirza· 
6 Shri Janardan Rao Desai 
7 Miss. Padmja Naidu 

· 8 Shri Mukund Rao Pedgaonke.r 
9 Shri S. Chennai-eddi 

10 Shri Mehdi Nawa;z Jung 

. EXHIBITION SUB-COMMITTEE:-_ 

- 1 Shri Amrithlal.N anawati, Convenor 
· 2 Shri. Devi Leleji 
8 Shri K. R, Sl!baraman 
4 .Shri K. Vaidyanathan 
5 Shri .:B. H. Inamadar 
6 · Shri Locband!15Sji 
7 Shri Radhakishen Joshi 
8 Sbrl Vinayak Rae Koratkar · 
9 Shri M, S. Rajalingam 

-10 Sprimati Gyankumari Heda, 

FooD SuB-COMMITTEE: 

1 Shri Kottur Seetiab Gupta, Convenor 
2 Shri Venkat Ranga Reddi · 
8 Shri Ramchandra Go)Vd 
4 S.hri B. Kishen Lal 
5 Shrimati Sangam Laxmi Bai 
.6 · Shri Kalva Suryanarayami 
'l 5hri Vas11deo Naik 
8 Shri S. Venkatswamy 

10 Shri Chennareddi · 
11 Shri Devisingh Chauhan 



HEALTH· & ~ANlTATION SUB-CoMMITTEE:-

. . \ ' 

1. · Dr, G. s.· Melkote, Chairman 
2, • R. K. _Bhandari, Convener 
a. , Col. K. N. Waghray . 
4; ,. Sbaukat Ansari · 
5. , Mrs. Rebellow . 
6. ,. •Govindraj · , 
7. .. Digamber Singh 
8. · ,. Gandhi 
9. ·Sri qulabchand Nagori 



Congress Working Committee meets 
on 14th January in Hyderabad 



BALANCE -SHEET 
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The 58th Session of the Indian National Congress 
. . . -: . ' . .. ' -

··Income ~nd Expenditu;e Account fo; the 
. . . -~ ' 

r~ - --

· EX,J;'ENDITURE. 

-
. To CONSTRUCI'ION . · · 

. EXPENSES. 

I o. s. 
, Bs. A' P; 

_"Work~ ~b~s~otion a.b NaJ?.alnagarl,39,470 4 6 
· Drainage.consttuction • · · .. 26418. 10·10 
. Eleotrioitv Installaliion . .·. . 63;417 I2 8 
Internal Electric connections 23,4 75 13 0 

· Pnrohase.of Ballies · . 12,000 0 0 
. Water Works · • 25,216 · 7 2 
. Telepl;10ne Installation _11,385 9 4 

To PURcliA.~sE·oF .STOREs. 
. . 

Ccins'truction Materials ete. ·: . ,,. 19.411 12 2 
·Purchases of" Stones · ~ ; · ~·' . _.l,p1,~5 :·0 

Pottery puroba.ses - · . • .. · · . so · 0 · o 
. Kbadi purchases · ·. _;: .. · '2,000 · 0 0 

·-·----To OFFIOE EXPENSE.B' Etc .... ' - . . 
·~. . 

. ' 
Salaries and Wages 
Stationery for office 
Electricitycba.rges· . _ 
Rent · . ... 

· Intere~t illiarges : 
Post!l>ge aud, Telegrams . ' . . .. 
B:mk Commission and charges · ... 
Ftre Insurance · · 
Office OQiltingencies. · . · ::~ 
Office. Sundries . · ' 
Meeting· expenses·. · 
Prmting ~barges . 

13,147 5 6 
2;151- 3 4 
. 366 12-10 
3,341 10 3 
. 0 12' 0 
448 13 10 

. . 82 10 5 

.2,735 . 8 8 

. 125 H 6 
2.090 1 2 

. 54 6. 0 
7,006 12 . 2 

----1 

. 

o. s. 
Rs. A. P. 

I 

2,91,384 -·g ~ 6 

31,551 ~4. 8 

-----Carried over ... 3,45,490 3 4: 
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(Held at Nanalnagar during January 1953) 

Period ending 31st July 1958 

INCOME I 0. s. 0. s. 
Rs A. P. Rs. A. 

BY MEMBERSHIP FEES, ' 
DONATIONS ETo. 

:Reception Committee 
Membership fees .. 1,17,897 1 4 

Donations ... 98,115 8 8 
Sale of Exhibition Tickets ... 85,329 11 1 2,50,842 5 

BY TICKET COTJLECTIONS. 

Open Se•sion Tickets .. 1,92276 8 0 
Subject Cc.mmittee tickets .. 1,06,388 5 4 
Workers' concession tickets ... 24,284 2 8 
Accommodation ... l9,785 8 0 
Meats tickets .. 20,733 2 0 
Meals concession tickets ... 900 10 8 3,64,368 .4. 

: J ' •• 

' 

BY MISCELLANEOUS 
RECEIPTS. 

W a.ter cba.rges collected ... 345 0 0 
Bale of used materials for cash .. 13,625 11 5 

do on credit .. 2,324 13 0 
Interest received .. 29 7 0 
Rent for Cyele stands .. 350 0 0 
Photographer's passes .. 1,570 13 4 
Tender Deposit lapsed ... 13 8 0 
Rentals for stalls ... 10,315 0 0 28,574 4 

Carried over ... 6,43,784 14 

P. 

1 

8 · .. 
i j 

9 

6 
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The 58th Session of the Indian National Congress 

Income and Expenditztre Account for the 

EXPENDITURE-(contd,) O.S.Rs o. s. 
R•. A. P, 

Brought forw.:trd ... ... 3,45,490 3 4 

To ADVANCES TO SUB-COM-
MITTEES FOR EXPENSES. 

Volunteer Sub-Committee ... 25,563 2 0 
Exhibition Sub-Committee 60,282 9 2 
Publicity Committee ... 2.933 5 4 
Stores Purchase Committee .. 59808 1 2 
Food Sub-Committee ... 60,250 0 0 
Housing Committee ... 7.177 8 4 
Camp Working Committee ... 1,500 0 0 2,17,514 10 0 

----
To CONVEYANCE & TRANS-

PORT. 

Petrol purchases ... 22,216 H 9 
Conveyance to staff members ... 471 3 8 
Taxi fares ... 8,464 11 0 
Travelling expenses 

'" 2,984 7 8 34,137 5 1 
----

To SESSION EXPENSES 

Loudspeaker Arrangements ... 7,385 13 4 
Paintings expenses ... 4,009 13 9 
Dias Decoration ... 1,239 15 0 
Furniture Hire chages ... 11,951 9 3 Wat.er charges ... 1,894 6 10 Free Tooth camp ... 49 0 0 Miscellaneous expenses ... 2,982 13 4 29,513 7 6 

To DEFECTIVE NOTES 
AND COINS ... 155 8 0 

To EXCHANGE 
ADJUSTMENTS ... 18 811 

Carried over : .•. 6,26,829 10 10 
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(Held at Nanalnagar during .January 1953) 

Period ending 31st July 1953 

INCOME-~cootd.) o. 8. as .. 
Ra. A. P. RB'.; A. p. 

Brought forward ••. 1 6,43,784 14 6 

Ca,rried over ••• 6,43,784 14 6 
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Th~ 58th Session .of the Indian National Congress 
. . 

Ineome and Ea;pe.nditure Aoollunt jQr the 

:• -. E_XP_.E_N_D-IT_U_:B_E __ (_C-on_t_a_) -.. ·'"i'.\-.-0-.-S-.--:---0-.-S-. -_-

· Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P • 

. Brought forward 

To ALL-INDIA CONGRESS 
COMMITTEES OFFICIALS' '· 

EXPENSES 

To Surplus ca.rried to Balance 
' Sheet 

. Total 0. S. Rs. ...\ 

Examined and found correct. 

(Sd.) Rajaratn & Co., 

· Chartoretl A.ac .. untanlt, 

6,26,829 10 10 

6,767 1l 9 

10,187 7 11 

6,43,784 14 6 

(Sd.) Swatni Ramananda Tirtha, 

Uyderabad-Pn. } 

Dated Slat July 1958. 

L• 

• ~ Prnitknt, 

Reception Committll, 
(Sd.) Pannalal Petti, 

Ohai'l'man, 

Fi,llnce Su!J·Committte. 
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(Held at Nanalnagar during January 1953) 

Period ending aist July 1953 
' 

INCOM~-(Contd.) 

Brought forward 

To~l 0. 8. Rs. · 

Sd/· Zain Yar Jung · ' 
, Janardan Rao· Desai 
, · Bankatl~ Badruka 
, N. R. ·Raghavendra 
••. S. Venkatswami · 
, Erram Sat,oanarayana · 
., R. K. Bhandari · 
., Ramnivas Sharma 
, K, Seethiah Gupta 
•• Tokarshi L. Kapadia 

0 8. I Rs. A. P. 
o. s. 

Rs. A. p, 

6,43,784 14 6 

6,43,784 14 6 

J. K. Praneshacbaeya, 
&cr#l4ry, 

Reception C11mmittte, 

Vasudev K. Naik, 
Reception C11mtnittu, 

a11d Fi11an&1 Su!J-Commitlte, 
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The 58th Session of the Indian National Congress .. 

. CAPITAL AND LIABILI!riS. . . . 

SUNDRY CREDITORS 

For supplies a.nd sexvices 

INCOME &.EXPENDITURE 
ACCOUNT 

Surplus as per annexed Income 
and Expenditare a.ccounl 

Carried over 0. s; Ba. . .. 

Balance Sheet 

o.s 0. s. 
Rs. ·A. P. R3 .. A. p, 

90,333 11 1' 

10,187 7 11 

.. 

1,00,521 3 0 
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(Held at Nanalnagar durin~ Ja_nuary 1953 

as at Blat July 1953 · 

PROPERTY AND A96ETS, o.s. t . Rs. A.. P. 

FIXED CAPITAL 
EXPENDITUR:Et: 

Office furniture at cost ... 348 8 8 

c;>ffice equipment at cost ... 4,078 11 6 

'· . 
Motor cycle at cost ... 2;741 10 8 

LOANS AND ADVANCES: 

Hyderaba.d Pradesh Congress 
· .Committee .•. 69,047 2 9 

.· Advancess towards expenses ... 4,082 211 

SUNDRY DEBTORS 
(considered goo!}) 

For sale of old materials etc .. · ... 7,874 4 4 
. . 

0. s. 
Rs. . .A.. P • 

-
7,168 14 10 

78,129 5 8 

Cheques returned awa.ited'freah 
2,459 3. 4 . 10,833 7 8 cheques from donors ... 

CASH AND J3ANK BALANCES: ' . 
Cash on hand with the 

Accountant ... 25 6 3. 

Cash with Canara Bank Ltd. 
onC/A I" 

.... 
I. G. Rs. 6671-8-ll and with 

Hyderabad State Bank on C/A 
9,864 0 '7. 9,889 6 10 

I. G. Rs. 1788-5-4 ... 
' 

~- 3 0 
Carried over ... .. ,00,521 
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The 58th Session of the lnd•an National C~ngress 

Balanee Sheet 

CAPiTAL AND LIAlllLITIEB 
\ 
. o. s. \ R·o. s .. 

Rs. A. P, s. A. p, 
---~~--~~~~~~~~-~. 

Broaght forw.~rd 1,00,521 a o · 

Total 0. S. Rs. . .• l,oo,591 a o 

Report of the Auditors. 
·To, · . . 

The President,, A. I. C. C.; 
· The ReCeption Committee Members, 

58th Session, Indian National Congress, 
We have examined the above Balance Sheet as 

·.at 31st July 1953 and the Income and Expenditure 
Account for the period ending 31st July 1953 with the 
accounts, vouchers, Receipt Books and with the state
ment of Aooounts submitted by various Sub-Commi
ttees and that we have obtained all the information 

· and explanations we have required a:q.d that they have. 
1 been found to be satisfactory; that in our opinion the 

. Balance Sheet and·Inco_me and E~enditure Statement 
are a full and fair one and are properly drawn up so 
as to exhibit, a fair and correct view of the affairs of 

· the Session; · -
Hyderabad-Dn.} Sd/· Rajaram & Co., 
31st July 1953. Chartered Accountants. 
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(Held at Nanalnagar during January 1953) 

as at 31st July 1953 

. 

PROPERTY AND ASSBT.S o.s. 
• Rs. A. P, 

-
o. s: 

Rs. A.. P • - -

/ 

- Brought forward 

Total 0. S. Rs. 
' 

Sdf. Zain Yar Jung 
,. .Janardari Rao Desai · 
,, Bankatlal Badruka 
, S. Venkatswami 
, Erram Satayanarayana 
, Ramnivas Sharma 
, K. Seethlah Gupta 
, Hanmanthrao 
, R. K. Bhandari 
, Tokarshi Lalji Kapadia 

Sd/·· J. K. PRANESHACHARYA 
&c•••ta•·y 

Reception Committee, 

.. 

... 

1,00,521 3 0 . 

--

-
1,00,521 3 

Sd/· SWAMI RAMANANDA TIRTHA 
Pro.id~t 

Rtceptil!ll C~tnmittee . . 

Sd/• PJN!tALJL PITTI 
0/utirmaH 

Finance Suo-Commiitte, 

Sd/• VASUDEV IIAIK 
Secrela'1J 

. Finance Sub-Committee, 

0 



Swami Ramananda Tirtha, the Chairman of the Reception Committee 
is welcoming the delegates. 



Speech made by 
Swami Ramananda 'Tirtha, 

Chairman of the Reception Committee. 

Mr. President, Delegates, Sisters and Brothers I 
I consider it a proud privilege to welcome you on behalf of 

the Reception Committee of the H yderabad Session ofthe l'ndian 
National Congress, While doing so I aai quite conscious of the 
i11a~equacy of the arrangements which is likely to cause much 
inconvenience to you. Whatever we have been able to do during 
the short· .period and with· meagre resources at our disp~al, has 
been done in all humility. It is natural that we have not been able 
to look to all t.he requirements of every individual. We have done 
our best, I beg to be eKcused for not having made arrangements 

. befitting the occasion as this. 

Tbis is the first occasion for us in Hyderabad to have you 
all amidst us. 'J alpur had the unique honour of holding the Session 
of the CongresS for the ·first time in the former Indian State. The 
second opportunity has been given·to Hyderabad, once the premier 
state of India, · If I remember right, thiS Session of the Congress 
is being held · in farther: south of India after a lapse of about 12 
years. In a way it has drawn the attention of a large number of 
southerners · whose sympathy and goodwill has enabled us to 
shoulder this heavy iesponsibility. This gigantic gathering bas 
attracted people from <:very part of India~ On behalf of the people 

· of Hyderabad, I express my gratefulness fo the members ofthe 
Working Committee for having encouraged us to hold the 58th 
Session. of the Congress in this State. · · 

H yderabad has been a problem State of India. This erst
while premier state bas been descriped as the centre of gravitation 

_of the British ·Empire in India. Moreover it was a formidable 
stronghold ofthe feudal 'elements. The. reactionary forces' were 
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strongly entrenched in this part nf the country and they threatened 
the very freedom which the people-of .India had won with great 
sacrifice and suffe• in gs on the. part of millions of men and women, 
young and eld. The Azad Hyd!!rabad slogan was not only_ raised 
by these sections here but armed. preparations for its accomplish
ment were continuously being made, It was a threat to the freedom 
and security and integrity of the whole nation. The people of 

· Hyderabad under the ~eader~hip of the Hyderabad State Congress 
refused to submit to these fo~ces of aggression and· isolate them
~elves from the rest of India, The freedom struggle waged by the 
people of Hyderebad has been unique in character and noble in its 
contents. The Father of the Nation took personal interest in 
shaping the destiny of the people of Hydera~ad and we ha4 the 
privilege of his guidance in the most difficlilf periods of our history. 
In the ripeness of time we had the benefit of the wise coqnsels of 
Pandit Jawaharlai Nehru and also we bad the ·privilege ef seeking 
guidance from the late Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel. Many of those 
assembled in ti)is gatherin~t have blessed· us and given us courage_ 
when we were engaged in a life and death struggle, The freedom 
struggle in Hyderabad :which ctllminated in· the Police Action 
was ~ightly described as the last battle of Indian .freedom. 17th 
September 1948 is a red-letter day not only for the people of 
Hyderabad but also for the people o( India as a whole, because on 
this day 18 million people were liberated a10d . Indian freedom was 
complete and whole. On this happy occasion I take the liberty to 
offer my homage to all those wl!o have laid down their lives for 
the attainment of freedom. 

Hyderabad has been and continues to be an All-India 
problem even to this day. Though. many of the problems that face 

· us are common with those in other parts of India, ~yderabad has 
to face _certain peculiar problems and situations, . It was in this part 
of the country that. the Communists carried on an armed struggle 
to overthrow the Government of free India,. Th~ pangs which. the 
people had to .suffer in wake of this struggle ~re _ still gre~n in our 
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Panditji is addressing Volunteers and others on the occnsion of the 
flag hoisting ceremony 
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memory. II would not be incorrect ·to say that the democratic 
forces in Hyderabad have to face a formidable anti-national force. 
Secondly, Hyderabad Stare will continue to draw the attention of 
the conscious· sections of the Indian people even in future for yet 
another. reason. This State consists of three linguistic zones, 
Andhra, Maharashtra and Karnatak which · are contiguous to the 
bo!'ders of the respective linguistic .states. The principle of the 
linguistic provinces has been accepted by the Congress and the 
process of its implementation has also started. The people of 
Hyderabad are closely linked up with those areas and the forma- · 
lion of the linguistic provinces is bound to have its own impact on 
the trends of life in Hyderabad State. Andhra State is in the 
offing. Sooner or later other linguistic states will have to be 
formed. We on this side of the country have hailed the announce
ment of the Prime Min1ster in this connection as a step in the 

direction which would go to satisfy a formidable section of the 
people in this country.. The formation of linguistic provinces is 
a matter of national importance. The pelicy in this connection 
has been decided and the process of its implementation has 
begun. Though this process has to be accelerated with due 
caution still .it will have to be· carried through with necessary 
fixity. As Hyderabad ·state is constituted of three linguistic areas 
its future is linked up with the impending linguistic provinces 
and it assumes national significance. The .artificial barriers will 
have to disappear some day or other and the Congress will have 
to solve this problem also though we the people of Hyderabad 
should have a say in this matter. 

We, the people of the erstwhile Indian States are suffer. 
ing to some extent, under a disability even in this democratic 
set up of the nation, ·we feel that the rulers of the States who 
had waged wars against .the people should not continue any 
longer as the· Rajpramukhs. This institution of the Rajpramukhs 
is a misnomer ln a democratic age, Whatever be the justifica
tion for creating this institution in a set of circumstances existing 
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then, when a democratic regime ·bas come into existence on. the 
basis af adult franchise, the continuance of this pattem is rathet 
unwholesome, In a period of tr~nsition, -the assurances given ·to 
rulers might have been alright. But· in the changed circumstan
ces there should be a re-orientation of our attitude in this regard, . . 
Speaking on behalf of ten crores of the people of erstwhile Indian 
States, I wish to say that the institution of the Rajpramukhs 
should be done away with at the earliest and in its stead, the 

·institution of the G~vernor, drawn from those known for their 
service in the cause of the nation should come into vogue. 

The· democratic life in India is still in its infancy. The 
General Elections, have proved, beyond doubt, that an average 
Indian inspite of his poverty and illiteracy is not ignorant of his 
problems, The· vote tbat was exercised last year on a gigantic 
scale has shown that it was judiciously exercised, There were 
many pitfalls in the process. Casteism, sectionalism and narrow 
parochialism ra_ised the!r head in between and intermittently. 
vitiated the contents. But on the whole, it was a conscious and 
intelligent electorate which went into action and a secular demo•. 
cratic republic has been born, It is an achi~vement which we 
can very well be proud of. 

The process of consolidating this democracy has now 
started, Economic and social freedom must come in wake of 
political independence, The Congress in power has an onerous 
duty to perform in tbis resP.ect. The Five Year Plan which has 
been formulated after ardous labour of a few years can well be 
considcned as the. first step in this "direction.. It has its own 
drawbacks, Even those, who have formulated it, are conscious of 
the inadequacy .containd in the Plan. At the same time, it should 
be remembered that its salient features also cannot be questioned. 
If instead of pointing out the loopholes and levelling unfriendlY 
criticism, each one of us .lends a helping hand, the nation shall 
have mad~ no mean progress towards economic advancement, 
This Session of the Congress, therefore, will have to infuse new 
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spirit in its delibe~;itions and instil new faith in its workers so 
that a peaceful, democratic and co-operative way could be devised 
in order to bring into action what has been planned, Ways and 
means shall have to be found out to arouse people's .enthusiasm 
and secure their active participation in _the implementation of the 
Plan, People's initiative must be_ enlivened. How to do this? I 
am sure; the collective. wisdom of those assembled here will show 
the way. 

A new task awaits us, the Congressmen, It requires a 
new outlook, new vision and ne\V perspective. Do we possess 
these or are we lacking in thes-e requirements? These may appear 
to be impertinent ques~ions. All the same they have to be put 
and answered. · We do not put these; questions to others nor 
others should be expected to answer these, These questions 
.arise before;: tis only and we .alone ·have to answer them, 

This question raises a very important is~ue .which has exer
cised the minds of many Of us and more particularly that of the 
President of this great organisation. Time and often we have 
expressed our noti!>ns about it. We have repeatedly stated that 
the. Congress organisation should .be revitalised. and, trimmed up 
to the n.ew tasks. How· to do this is a question and at;~ answer 

· will have to be f9und by this Session so that we go back with 
· greater confidence and more intense faith in ourselves and the 
organization which has been built brick by brick, by many of us, 

. In this period of tran$ition, .conflicts are bound to 
,arise, conflicts in ideas, approaches, and methods. In the given 
situation we witness a continuity of conflicts in the couptry. 
People's minds are distressed. People can be made to understand 
and assi~ilate si~ple words and simpler ways of translating them 
into practice. So far as the Coogr~ss is concerned, it has· stated 
the way in unequivocal terins. The method to economic and social 
change should be democratic, peaceful and co·operative. People 
must be educated in these methods. Who will do this? It is all of 
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us and othe~s amongst us on . whom lies the primary responsibility 
of leading. the way. A social and political·revolution, we envisage. 
The Congress, the instrument should undergo corresponding cbaoge. 
in its mental frame and can tents!( these tasks are to b~ uudertaken 
and successfully carried out. 

_..\nd what is the condition of the Congress tod~y ? At 
times it aJ)pear.s to be a conglomeration of diverse elements full of 
internal contradictions. Yet another, power mania seems to have 
overtaken many of us. Times without number we have said that 
service and sacrifice should be the guiding principles for every 
Congressman. llut we find a departure from · these on many 
0ccasions. Integrity, the watchword of any political party aiming 
at a!l economic revolution. 'seems to have suffered, Casteis·m is 
raising its h.:ad and ranks within the Congress are being consoli
dated mi. the ·basis·· of birth a'nd caste. Malpractices ··have been 
in vogue in organisational elections and.money bas also played its 
part. The result of all this has been that sincere Congressmen 
with, a -,long record of service ar.e being 'defeated in elections because· 
they cannot affo1d to resort to maiFactices or have no desire to 
spend.money (or gaining a position in the organisation. In conse~ 
quence the ·Congress has lost and is losing good many genuine 
elements-and if this process continues for some _time more I am 
afraid, Congr~ss will be enormously weakened . 

. We have often stated that we aim at the establishment of a 
c~assless arid casteless society through peaceful;' d<lmocratic and 
co-operative methods. Can this· objective · be attained by the 
Congress in i\s present fcrm ? This is. a basic question whi~h 
arises 'in our minds, On de~per thought, we find that tbe present 
~hape of the Congress needs much overhauling if the one.rous tasks 
expected ·of it are to be undertaken.· 

' 
Common outlook, common objective and common action-are 

necessary if aily polilica~paaty ~s to forge ahead. Can we say the 
same about the Congress organisation of the present day ? I feel 



Swami Rnmanand:~. Tirtha is addressing the Subjects Committee 

randit Nehru is inspecting a Guard of Honour, presented by the 
Volunteers of the Scvudal 
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that we cannot. . The doors of th~ Congress are left open to nll and 
sundry. • A mere declaration that on~ is a Congressman is enough 
to entitle liim to occupy vantage position in the organisation. He 
may_ not have clear vision ·of what he has to work for. Congress 
in power h'ls a glamour for serving selfish motives and by hook or 
crook, by rousing caste and other feelings, with money let loose in 
enormous quantity," elections are fought resulting in grave malprac
tices .. This has to be prevented. In a democratic organisation, 
elections are necessary and are only way to build. it up. But it 
behoves all of us to· see that al least certain rules of conduct are 
laid down for individual and collective purposes and these are 
strictly and scrupulously adhered to. 

This vast number of active ~embers of the Congress are to 
my mind, a sign not of strength b!Jt of weakness. When there is no 
definite di.<·ction, no definite . check, no strict scrutiny, everything 
tends to become a mess. Le~ us stop this tendency in us. None 
of us should worry if the number is reduced. Some type of selective 
process is necessary if the <::ongress organisation is to function 
effectiyely. ·A process of selection in a dembcratic organisation 
may stem to be paradoxical. <fhere is nothing. of that kind in 
such a su·ggestion. ·The co"ndition of personal participation in some 
kind of work, laid dow~.-by the Congress, should be a . test which 
every active member sho"uld fulfil before he is elected to the mem
bership of any executive committee in the organ~sation. 

Having said all thi.s, which 1 dld, because I believe that we 
have gathered here not to sing hymn of praise about ourselves, 
but to lay before·our people iu\d ourselves the true state of affairs 

· it\ the manner thafour leader, the aposlle of truth taught us, in 
order that throughintrospectiO'! we may rectify and through our 
~ollective wisdom we may devise ways for future action. I firmly 
believe that Congre~s is the· only hope for the people and our 6rm 
anchor in the distressed world. . Political parties rna y come up ·in 
the future and from Government and we should, •vdcome that if 
we are to function as a democratic nation. But today Congress 
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· bas historic rola to play, which no other party can fill. . ~ecause 
of its all India out-look and its wor'k in the l•~t 70 years with one 
objective and common purpose knitting together. the people of 
different regions and the arteries of its organisation running through 
the whole country reaching the· remotest 'village, Congress is the 

·only party equipped an~ capable of building up a United Indian 
Nation. And that is a vital role. In spite of the ma.ny fissiparious 
tendencies, caste, communal and provincial loyalties- which in 
the period they dominated brought about our fall and reduced 
us to political'slaves, and when they wer~ subordinated to All- . 

_r ndia outlook, c'lnt~ibuted in writing the: glorious chapters of 
our histor·y-Congress has all along maintained an All-India . . 

character and has been building up an A!l.India outlook, and . 
that· process is not yet complete.. I am conv.inced that a_ny re
vival of these unhealthy trends will ·be to our peril, . Congress. 
and Cl)ngress alone, ~vith all i'ts limitations. and apparent 
contradictions in professions and de~ds of some Congressman, 
can · translate into reality the concept and intentions of makers 
of our constitution, to which the country bas sworn· allegiance.·_ 
There is yet a.,other jmportant role that· Congress plays and 
must . continue to play in the· !ife of our nation and that _is its 
foreign pobcy. We have not only to· build up the economic 
prosperity of our peoj:le, but wha-t ·is equally important is. that. 
we have to see that prosperity is maintained in the future 
al~o, so that the }tructure that we build up with so much love 
and labour does rJOt collaps~. Jt is not sufficiently realised that -
economic prosperity at home depends to a great degree on 
our relationships abroad, that is on foreign policy. History of 

· Europe is before us. Europe, the storehouse of culture· and· 
~now ledge, rich _in the quality of its human· material, ·is lying 
smitten today because of the foreign policies .pursued in that 
continent during laat 50 ye~rs. .'\11 that was .laboriously built up 
yesterday is lying in ruins today and \vhat is rebuilding 
today is faced with an uncertain tomorrow, 
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These five years of our freedom have been eventful in 
more than one sense. I~di~ bas played an effective rol~ i~- world 
affairs. By refusing to align With anyone bloc in the world, we 
have steered clear through storms and helped the victims of 
aggression to look to . an era of peace and amity with hope 
and confidence. The recent plan proposed by India for the 
cessation of the hostilities in Korea arnply proves that no 
other nation except India is today in a position to command 
respect and hea~ing from a vast number of free nations of the 
world. This cannot be the result of a weakneed foreign policy. 
Our foreign policy has been a dynamic one. India is bound on a 
mission of peace and under the 'leadership of our President, this · 
mission will be fulfilled in spite of the stre~s and storms that have 
overtaken the minds of men here as well as abroad. 

To those who take pride in worshipping other. Gods than 
their own I wish to point out that there is no other country in Asia, 
whatever their other achievements, that is more secure than India 
in the present day world, Unless that sense Or security is realised 
we. will live with a sense of fear, and however beautiful a house we 
build, it will be a bouse of care. The foreign. policy that Congress 
bas pursued has given us that sense of security and also a respected 
place in the comity of nations, and for the very economic develop
ment and prosperity at home, it would be fatal if this is in any way 
disturbed, or a shock is given to it, which any other party in power, 
however well intentioned, will give it • 

• 
These are important rol<ls which Congress has to pia y· that 

makes u·s cling to it with hope. · This I say ~ot in defence of Con
gress Party, but these are the. dictates of history. And to those, 
who are .tempted to exchange new glittering' lamps for old, I would 

say 'Pause and reflect'. 

The poblem of revitalising the c;ongress organisation is of 
paramount importance to us. This s~ion of i:he Congress will have 
turned a new leaf in its history if practical ways and means are 
devised to achieve this objective, 
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Various other problems equally important need serious 
c~nsideration by this Session of the C~ngress. · I have ventured to 
submit to you only a few of these which have been exercising 
the minds of camp-followers like me. We look to you for new 

.inspiration and 'rresh impetus iii our work in days to come. I am 
S!Jre collective decisions of this august gathering will ensure that. 
I once again· heartily welcome you and offer my felicitations to you. 



Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru is delivering his presidential address to the 58th 
Session of the Indian National Congress. 



Sp~ech. delivered by 
, J?andit Jawaharlal Nehru, 

President of the Indian National Congress 

I am here at your bidding. I need hardly tell you how 
very greatly I appreciate this honour and the confidence and 
affection that accompanied ·it. And yet,· I feel a little unhappy 
that I should have been chose~· once again as Congress President. 
4 ·agree entirely with those friends and comrades of ours who 

. have objected to the high office~ ;n · Pri~e Minister and Congress 
President being held by one and the same person. I tried hard 
that 't~is should not O<;cur and pleaded with my comrades in the 
Congress. to make some other choice; but their insistence and the 
-circumstances were against me In this matter. I felt that for me 
to go on saying· ''No", in spite of the advice of so many of my 
valued colleagues, would not be proper. Facts and circumstances 
hemmed me in and I had no alternative left but to accept, in all 

•humility, this position ·of high responsibility, I did so in the faith 
that you will help me to shoulder the burden and that our faith 
·in the great. tasks which face the Congress and the country will 
inspire me to put forth such strength and energy as still remain. 
<With me • 

2 We meet arter fifteen months. During this period, 
-we have had our Generiil Elections and new Governments have 
been fo~m~d 'at the Centre and in all the States of India. All 
but one of these Goverments owe allegiance to the principles and 
policies laid down by the Congress, This is a tremendous 
t'esponsibility not only for those who are directly associated with. 
'these Governments, but for this great organi•ation which bas 
fatherea India's independence and which has to take_ ue. along 

_'the next stage of our long journey as well. Unlike all other 
-groups and parties in .India, we have to .face our _problems with 

. -our responsibility in Government and not merely negatively in 
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opposition or in an academic manner which need pay little 
attention to the realiti~ that face us._ Because of this and because 
of the pa;t history of the ~ongress, we cannot function _along 
narrow and party lines. Always· we must think in- terms of the 
country as a whole arid shape all_our action with that larger enw 
in view. Whenever we fail to do so and fall into the narrow grooves. 

' 
of party politics, or, still \hink of- group advantage, we stray from-
the ideals that have given us strength and from the 'basic _ outlook 
of the Congress. We make ourselves less· effective and. less in' 
tune with the spirit. of our great national .movement, We are .. 
however, a' party and we must. have the discipline of a party. 
This is vital and essential, But we are much more t_ba.n a party 
also and niust always keep that wider vision before o~ always. 

3.. Some of our old- cotnrades have left u's and formed 
other groups and. parties. Some who left us . have come back.· 
to us and they have been welcomed. We bear no ill-will to those· 
who might have left our ranks owing to differences of principle . 
or of conviction. If their aim is to serve the causes which are dear 

' ' 

. to us, we shall always willingly co-operate with them and if they 
choose to come back to the Congress, they will always be welcome. , 
Only those whose objectives or methods are completely alien to 
those of the Congress can find no place in this organisation. 
We have been wedded in our domestic _as well as our international'· 
policy to methods of peace. Those who believe in violence must 
go their own way and 'will have tci be opposed by us with all our 
strength, So also, those who believe in separatism of aoj kind 

- whether it is communalism or provincialism or casteism, have to
be opposed,-for they would break up the unity· of India, obstruct 
and delay our progress and even imperil our hard-won freedom. 

4. The General Elections bore evidence, which the world 
recognised, that democracy bad deep roots in our country ·and 
that our people had discipline and good sense. The elections
demonstrated, . yet again, the faith of the people in the Congress-. 
and its idealS. 
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5.~ We have tremendous problems to face in our country 
:and in the w9rld. We. would have liked to concentrate our 
energy on the development of our qwn country and the adva~ce
ment of our people and, as far as possible, not to get entangled 
in international affairs.· We have no ambition to guide others 

. or for leadership elsewhere.· Our own tasks are heavy enough to 
absorb all our energy and s.trength. But Wt> cannot choose. our 

·destiny. l!ldia, . free and . independent, cannot escape. from or 
ignore her responsibilities. to the world or as a member of the 
comity of nations; Nor· will the world ignore her or· exempt her 
from such responsibilities. .There is something,of the inevitability 
of destiny in the .way India is col'!lpelled by circumstances, ev~n 
against our wishes, to take an ever-increasing ·part in world affair's. 
·We have to accept that destiny and try to live tip to it. Even 
though we have ·no great power in the . shape of organised armea 
might or great economic or· financial power, India is respecteq 
more and more in the councils of the nations. · l.t is only five 
years since we attained our independence, · In these brief' fiv'e 
years, India has_ built up for hersell ·a position which commands 
respect and which' brings additional responsibilities. Ther~ are 
hardly any instances in hi~tory of a country establishing' itseif 
in this way during the first five years· of it~ freedom. . ' 

· 6. In the political sphere, from this larger point of view, 
we have succeeded to an extent which is not only surprising but 
is embarrassing to us. What of our internal conditions and our 
economic position? The basic strength of a nation does r:ot come 
from political activity, but from economic _strength, .. That is the 
key to· its ewn security and its 'progress. 'It is out of !hat that 
opolitical strength comes. We have many critics In our ow11 
country who tell us that littl~ has 'been done and ·our pace is slow. 
I welcome 'criticism and nothing is worse in· this respect than 
complacency, Even in o.ur ranks of the Congress, there are many 
critics. Ir is right t{mt we should never· be satis6ed with what 
we do and should. ever ai;n higher and (arther. And· yet', it iS 
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significant that competent observers .who look at India from afar, 
· or who come to India and see what has been done, have expressed 

their astonishment at the progress made during these five years. 
and have seused a certain excitement at the way this ancient 

· country is renewing her youth and building herself an~w. 

Perhaps we are too near our own achievements to judge of them~ 
cor~ctly, Those achieveme!)ts .stanp out and, I have no doubt, 
will be recorded in history. 

7 .. In the. world today there is much disharmony; 
friction and conflict between nations and races. There· is a. 
menacing lack of equilibrium. The ominous spectre of war and 
mounting armaments are ever before us, Fear dominates men's 
minds and .the . policies of nations and resources of the world are· 
disproportionately allocated to preparation for or against war 
according to how one looks ;~t it, Old empires fell before the· 
advancing tide of nationalism or faded away.· New countries 
came into existence and grew in strength and power. This fact 
was not easily understood or appreciated by people used to th,e 
old 'l'lorld which ha.d passed away. They ignored facts and tried• 
to struggle against them, Even now,· some colonial powers cling· 
on tci the remnants of their empire, though it is patent that 
imperialism and colonialism are doomed, and that the urges and 
determination to win . national freedom cannot be put down. Our 
place is with those who, like ourselves in the past, seek the: 
freedom of their mot berland. 

8. The great revolutionary forces of science and techno-· 
logy have transformed human life and changed not only political, 
social and economic organisations, but have also changed even. 
human thought. - New . philosophies . develop and traditionat 
beliefs fade away. Nevertheless, old traditions hold, even when 
they are demonstrably untrue and superstitions flourish in th~ 
cou~try, as elsewhere, In spite of the wor)d becoming more and 
more one, in many respec~s, national rivalries· continue. Education 
Sll_reads, but does not bring either wisdom or .. vision, Countries 
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think that their policy or outlook is in the nature of self-evident 
· truth and. not · to accept it is regarded as a ilenial almost of some 
· divine· law, And sa, those who do not accept their vi~w are 

considered· wicked and almost enemies, . It: is --curious that in 
this age of science, we seem to have less of the_ true spirit cf 
criticism, of tolerance a.nd receptivity to other . views and ideas, 

. which are the basis of scientific -thinking. It .has become an 

. ominous possibility that science might lead tc · extinction of 
the human race. 

9 In the world to-day, the two largest and most powerful 
· countries are the United States of America and the Soviet Union. 

From the point of view of population and potential resources 
alone; there are two other countries, China and India, both 
relatively undevc~Ioped yet. East and South-East Asia contain 
the largest aggregate of human populations no ·longer quiescent 
but demanding the good things of life. These . are basic facts 
from which far-reaching consequences flow. 

10. The foreign policy of a country must depend on 
the facts ii the world situation and on the strength of the 
country itself. . Wishful thinking does not alter . such facts or 
add · to that strength. Our foreign policy is based on friendly 
relations with all countries and no interferel!ce with · any. It is 
never _easy to sustain such a policy and· more especially when 
there is · so · much bitterness and mutual suspicion in the world 
and. when every move by any one party is suspected. Nevertheless 
I am happy to say that our relations with other countries are 
good. • The only country which unfortunately is somewhat of an 
exception -to this is our neighbour, Pakistan, One recognises 
that it is not easy to forget recent history or to heal the deep 
wounds caused during the past few years. We bave, l)owever, 
always held that it is essential to establish and maintain friendly 
and co-operative relations with Pakistan. This is ia our mutual 
interest and would be an example to the world of good neigh
hourly relations aod a contribution to peace itself, Despite 
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disappointments and provocationS;· we have striven· <lonsist;ently 
to the end. · U nfortuna.tely the response from the other side 
has been disappointing. and there is frequent talk e\'en of war 
against us. We cannot surrender to threats, nor any vital principle. 
In any event, we . shall protect our territory and our 
basic interests if they are attacked,. Our • policy thns 
bas been one of friendlinesS as well as firmness, 
and we have avoided, in so far as we could, any action which might 
increase the tension between our country and . Pakistan. Some 
critics of ours have called this a policy of weakness and appease
ment ll!ld suggest and demand · what they call "strong'' action. 
This can only lead to a major confl.i~. That is a folly from every 
point of view and I am glad that the great majority of our people 
are entirely opposed to it, We· shall continue to pursue tlie policy 
to wh~ch I have referred because we think not _only that it is the 

. right ·.policy, but that it yield~ good results . both fn the short run · 
and in the long run, 

· . 11. We have four major points of dispute with Pakistan
Kashmir, the treatment of minorl1ies in East Pakistan resulting in 
large numbers ~f refugees •coming . over, evacuee property, and 
canal waters, The Kashmir issue bas been before ·the Security 
Council for five years and recently the Council passed a resolution 
whicb. we could not accept. During all these years we have waited 
patiently for a proper consideration of the problem, and yet it is · 
most strange that the Security Coun~il has never given thought to 
the basic issues underlying the Kashmir problem,, Because the 
Security Council_has igno_red basic facts and tried to by-pass funda· 
mental issues, it bas often gone wrong, Its, last resolution to which 
I have referred was even contrary to som~ of the-decisions of the 
U. N. Commission itself. It is also opposed to the pledges and 

. assurances we have given and fro~ \tbich we cannot resile, It has 

. distressed us that two great countries should have sponsored such a 
resolution,, whi~h appears to us to be grossly unfair. We took this 
issue 'to the Security Council on the basis of Paki•tan's aggre~ion. 
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()ur territory had been invaded.' We proposed ori our own initia
-tive a reference to the people~ Even .. though' part of our territory 
was in enemy occupation, we proposed a ccase-6re and gave effect 
"to it immediately. We ,proposed to Paki~tan th~~:t both· countries 
.should make a no-war declaration. This was refused. Constant 
threats of war against us have bc;en made and we have not' retaliated. 
"The whole history of these years shows bow patient and peaceful 
-we have been in spite of aggression, invasion and continuous 
1provocatiori, , We have adhered to e~ery assurance that we have 
,.given, because . we have been anxious to secure a settlement by 
.peaceful methods. ·we propose to continue this policy. Because 
we are convinced that that is the, right policy. ll11t we .. could not 
:keep the Jammu and Kashmir State in a condition of political and 
-<onstitutional-inectia waiting for something that does not. eventuate 
because of no fault of ours. Therefore, a Constituent Assembly 
was convened. This Assembly is in the proceSs of framing the 
State Constitution in tune with the Constitution of India and bas 
~!ready passed important laws affecting land reform; Inspite of the 
travail that Jammu and Kashmir bas gone througb, the State has 
•made progress in many directions; 

12. Unfortunately there has been an agitation in Jammu 
Province which ostensibly aims at a closer union with India but, in 
·fact, has the contrary effe~t. · It is a disruptive agitation which can 
-only do good to the enemies, of the State and of India. I recognise 
that the people of Jammu have certain legitimate grievances and ' 

·that economic conditions there are difficult. These matters should 
•be att~nded .to co..operatively and peacefully. The present agitation 
·is basically communal and encouraged by comm'unal organisations. 
It strike~, therefore, at the very root . of the policy according to 

·which we are trying to build up our new India, 

13. We know that Palcistan was the child ofcommunalism 
.and the recent report of the Basic Principles Committee of the 
Pakistan' Constitu'ent AsSfmbly makes it clear that the present 
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leaders of Pakistan intend it to be a medieval theocracy, wher~ 
non-Muslims may perhaps be toleraied but will have no equaTor 
honourable existence. That also makes it evident what the basic: 
difficulty of non-Muslims in .Pakistan is. It is, not surprising that 
they are unhappy in the present · and 'look to the future with 
apprehension, It is not for me to criticise the internal policies of 
Paki~tan. But-we cannot shut our eyes to· a policy which' creates
problems· for these minorities and for ·us. Behind this narrow 
communal outlook, lies a wider policy ·which is utterly ·different 
from that pursued by us in our country. This is evident .in many 
ways, most noticeably in the fact that one of the bravest soidiers of 
freedom and peace and reconciliation, has been in prison in Pakistan 

·for ab~ut five years, Khan Abdul Gaffar Khan was not only our 
great leader but the leader of those also who live in Pakistan now· . 
and his continued incarceratioil is a tragedy' and a portent of the· 
. . . 
jirst magnitude. Our hearts go out to him. 

. 14. How then are we to meet this situation ? . Not by war· 
.or threats of war, because that .is not policy but a failure of policy,. 
and will not solve any problem, much less brin" relief to those with 
whom we sympathise, It will only bring· disaster to them and to· 
all concerned. · 

15. Nor can we adopt the communal· policy of Pakistan in· 
retaliation or as a corrective. That policy is bound ·to fail in any 
country which adopts it, because it is wrong and out of tun~ with 
the modern age. It is strange that certain· organisations in lndiar 
which raise their voices ·Joudly against Pakistan, tend to become
themselves more and more replicas of the Pakistan communal• 
organisation. Evil cannot be conquered by evil. Our policy may 
appear slow and might not bring immediate results. That is the· 
fate of.ma~y a problem in the world today, but delay in achieving 
our obJective does not' mean that we should, in our excitement, 
adopt evil or .wrong courses of action and bring about disaster. In 
respect of those who suffer in Pakistan and with whom we are 
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' pro~oundly in sympathy, it is both a wrong and a dangerous oourse
to seek to excite others and raise expectations when we are ·in no
position to render effective a_ssistance. Such course of action on 
our part would only render worse the position of those who already 
suffer, · · 

16. There is the problem of e",acuee properti~s which
affects millions of people. It is distressing that -even this problem 
has not been solved yet. It is eminently a problem which can be
dealt with dispassionately and even judicially. But all our proposals. 
to this end have been rejected by Pakistan. . 

17. The Canal Waters issue again should depend for its. 
decision on facts and a correct appreciation of the situation. This 
also is 'capable of easy solution if1the proposals we have made are. 
accepted. ·I am glad that an attempt is being made now. with the 
help of the International Bank to get at these facts. Meanwhile,. 
entirely false charges. are continuously 'being made in Pakistan,. 
accusing us of having .stopped the flow of water: through the canals. 
It is unfortunate that all these questions, which raise national and 
international issues; should be exploited for party. purposes by 
communi:! organisations in India .. The plight of the refugees is a 
matter which concerns the whole of India. It is not a party issue
and all of us should join togeth~r in trying to heip them and 
rehabilitate them. The Kashmir issue has become entangled in the 
web of international affairs and power politics. It is not considered 
objectively or dispassionately and it will take all our strength and 
patience to resol:ve fhe disentanglements, It is an iss~e which· 
requires unity of national. outlook on our part. Some of our people 
and our· communal organisations, referring often to India's culture· 
of the past, forget the very basis ·of that culture; . which was a long 
tradition of tolerance. Frc,m the Buddha to Gandhiji, all the great· - . 
souls of IIidia have reminded us that it is through following right 
means that we achieve .right ends, that it is through tolerance and.' 
compassion that people really advance. India is a country with a. 
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· llasic unity, but of great variety in religion, in cultural ·traditions 
.and in ways of living.' It is only by mutual forbearance and 
respect for each other, as -the great Asoka taught, that we shall 
build up a strong, stable and, ca-operative community .in the whole 
-of India, Any other approach means disruption and disaster, apart 
from. giving up the basic traditiou of our rich h7ritage, · . . . 

IS. Some people talk of one nation, one culture, one 
'language. That cry reminds me of some of the fascist and ~ azi 
·slogans of old, ·We are. one nation of course, but to try to regiment 
it in one way.will·mean discord and conflict and bitterness. It will 
put an end to the richne~ and variety of India and confine and 
·limit the creative -spirit and the joy in life of our people. 

' 
19, ·we have. fourteen languages of India listed. in the 

Eighth Schedule to our Constitution. They are all great languages 
from the ancient magnificent Sanskrit, which has still so much life 
in it, to the other languages nurtured by our ancestors in the soil of 
India. We have rightly decided that Hindi should be the national 
language of India, because .. Hindi, more than others, fulfils the 
-qualifications of a national language for this country, We must 
encourage it in every way. and ma~e it a fitting . vehicle for modern 
thought and a suitabie instrument for our work and creative 
.activity. :But at the same time, we have to encourage the other 
great provincial languages also. 'fhere should be or need be no 

·-rivalry between them. :I liave been surprised to bear voices raised 
against Urdu. Urdu does not compete with Hindi n~w. It only 

-c:laims a place which is its right by i(lheritance in the large bouse
bold of India. It is our langu~ge, nurtured .in our country, adding 
'to.the cultural·richness of our people. Why should we reject it or 
consider-it as something foreign? It is this 6pirit of intoleraJ;i:e, 
·this parochial outlook, which is more dangerous for our culturai·and 
·other growth·than.anything else,that.can happen to ·~~s. 

20. In the name of culture, we hear slogans and loud cries 
·which have no relation to culture or the growth of, the ll)ind.or 
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spirit. Itt particular,. the communal . organisations a~ go ilty {)f thiF 
l)arrow outlook which kills the spirit and -the mind 'and weakens 

· t.he nation,· In a sens~, they represent some medieval mentality;.. 
they stand for reaction in'the political and the economic field, even 
thol:!gh. sometimes they talk in terms of some aClvancec;l social 
doctrine. They are the replicas in this cobntry of what was known. . . ' 
m Europe as Fasc;ism and Nazism: _ 

• 21. Language ·is both a binding force and a separating one
and· we have to be very careful. in the matter of languages in India. 
lest in our enthusiasm for unity we might not encourage disruption~ 
We have seen how powerfui ar~ the sentiments for Jinguisti;;. 
provices. There is. reason behind that sentiment. At the same· 
time, provil'ces. ·cannot be carved out merely on the basis of 
language; There are other very importan~ factors which have t«> 

· be taken into .. consideration. · It is true that where there is a: 
• powerful demand, we should pay heed to it unless there are scm!" 
insuperable obstacles in the way. It muit be; remembered that·. 
political changes deJa y other kinds of progress. A multiplicity of 
Govemme11tal machinery means ·more expense and less efficiency. 
The formation of linguistic provinces means the diversion' of our . 
energy and reSources from the major economic tasks of the day. 
If we get entangled . in this business now, what. happens·. to our 
Five-Year Plan? And if, in addition, such attempted redistributioo 
involves · conflict and bitt~rness, then .indeed, ·the ultimate result 
will be much worse. We are a mature people and we ·should ~not; 
allow ourselves to be led away by sentiment witliout giving the 
fullest consideration to every aspect of the question, 

22. We have stated that where there is a well-established' 
demand and the proposal meets with the general consent of those· 
concerned, we should give effect to it. We have decided to do so· 
in the easel of Andhra and steps are being taken to that end. 
I earnestly hope that this will ):le achieved co-operatiVely with the 
least disturbance possible. Even so there is going to be a great 
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~eal of upset .and our meagre resources will have to be spent in 
~ther ways than intended. The deCision to 'form the And bra State 
has led to a renewal'of demands for some other linguistic provinces. 
Some of these demands can probably J)e· justified. Others have no 
·such justification .. But in. any event, it bas to be realised that any 
widespread and more or iess simultaneous change in the poli!ical 
·geography of India will create very great 'problems and will strain 
our resources to the utmost, It would mean definitely our 
putting a stop to any ·real progress in accordance with our Five" 
Year Plan. It might weaken. national unity which is the founda
·tion for everything else. _ Therefore, - l would eamestly suggest 
1hat while establishing the Andhra State, we should wait to see the 
~onsequences that ~OW from. it and then take into consideration 
any like problems elsewhere. We should concentrate now on the 
Five-Year Plan and .having accomplished-it, we can then go ahead 
with added strength to solve other problems. . . 

23. Th!'re is talk of the disintegration of H yd erabad State. 
Such disintegration would upset the whole balance of the South 
and lead to innumerable new problems. To all these we should 
give the most careful considera:i~n and due time. For the next 
few years· at. any rate ;ve · must postpone conside~ation of such' 
problems and concentrate o~ eco~omic advance, We dare not 
:play about with our country or do things that weaken it when the 
world hovers on the brink of war. 

24.· We have a large number of S~ates in the country. 
i'art A States have a g·reat deal of autonomy ... Part B States are' 

appro~ima~ing tothe Part ~-S~~tes and befort long there will be 
~o rna JO~ difference left, · ~art C States ·are generally small.' The 
1ntegrat1on of Part B States has been !l great achievement and has· 
brought improvement in many . ways to them, Hut 'it has also 
brought a higher sc.ale __ of ex~enditure' on the m'achinery of •. 
-Govemutent and_ thi' is a g~eat' bu~d~ii.: The 'addition to the 
.-tumber of States and the b 1 tl . ·' ' . . . _ · ... . re Y o le ~XFenc.hture on Governmental 
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·standards, when· we are anxious to improve them. We should 
think rather in terms of reducing the number of States or in having 

-some common features in States which would lessen the expendi
·ture a.t the. top. · We have to choose -between the development 
of the country a!ld balkanization and consequent continuing low 
standards of life. 

25. The major and most urgent proplem for us ~oday is 
·that of economic advance, advance riot only for the nation as a 
nation but .in the conditions of ma~ses of people who live in it. 
·we have to fight pov~rty and unemployment and improve the 
-conditions of)ife or' our people. Our resources are limited even 

· though our wish to ·progress is great. hi~ for this ·purpose 'that 
·the Five-Year Planilas been evolved, after a great deal of thought 
and · consultation. T~is Plan initiates a process of balanced 

-economic development of the country with a view to raising the 
' . 

standard of living. and bringing about an increasing measure of 
·economic equality and opportunities for employment. r shall not 
-discuss this complicated P.lan here because the argument is given 
·in the Plan itself to which I would invite attention. That Plan is 
not based on any doctrinaire approach,and is not· rigid. It is 
·modest in a sense and yet it has far-reaching· consequences. 
I have· no doubt that if we succeed in implementing this Plan. we 

·shall then be in 'a position to go ahead at a much faster pace. 
The Plan d~es not limit o!Jr growth in any direction. Although · 

·there Is a private sector our stress is laid on the public sector which 
-should progressively expand. 

. . 
26. Though . the development of industry is exceedingly. 

important, specia.I siress has been .)aid on agriculture,'. because ·.that 
·is the basis ·of our economy. In 'particular, we must malce our 
-country self-sufficient in food. From recent statistics and result~ . . 
·obtained, I have no doubt that we can do so in the course of 
-:the next few years, Out object is to prevent monopoly control 
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and to limit private profit, so as to bring about a _ distribution _of 
economic power, Our great river valley schemes are magnificent 
examples of what we can do, They ,have been admired by aU 
who have seen the work done there. · But it is not by a few 
major schemes that we will 'ultimately be judged, but rather by 
the general improvement. all over ~be country, Our great 
National Laboratories have ·laid well the foundations for future. 
scientific ~dvance. Great factories have also sprung up in various 
parts of, the country for basic and key industries. Even last year 
our industrial productivity increased by about ten percent. It 
is our pride and good fortune to. take up this Five-Year Plan 
now and make it a full success. 

27, I have referred. to agricultu~. That depends upon 
land policy. We have to complete the abo!itign of the zamindari, 
Jagirdari and like systems as rapidly as possible.. We have to 
put a ceiling on · land and we have to. encourage co-operative_ 
farming. In industry we have to encourage, . by all mean& in our 

· power, village and cottage_ industries. That ·is the surest and 
swiftest method .of. relieving unemployment. There is no COJ}fiict 
between that and the big industry that we. wish to develop, But 
tb~ big industry will not solve the problem of unemployment 
except for· a relatively small number . of. persons.. Hence the 
importance of small and village industries, .. 

• 

28. A very important part of. our Five-Year Plan consists
of the community centres which have been started in various parts. 
of India and which it is intended to increase every year, Througb. 
them we hope not only to increase production in rural areas but 
more especially to raise the level . of community life in : every 
direction. Their success, as indeed -the ·success -of the whole 
Five. Year' Plan, depends largely on ·voluntary , effort ~nd the 
spirit with which our people take up this• great task of building. 
new India. . .. • ' .. 
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29. We Uve in aft• age of: what is c:alled' cold- wa~, which; all 
any moment;. may develop into something: worse. In this worJd; cf' 
conflict, the only guarantee of out1 · safety and out fre.edom: is our 
own• strength,. That ·strength'· ultimately depe11ds. upon the 
econemic condition of the ·country. and of the .people. The 
Five-Year Plll.n is an· answer to the challenge .of the times and; 
on. its success· depends our· survival as· a great nation. Those 
who criticise. that. Plan and wish to be merly onlookers when this
great work calls . for endeavour, do little ·service to the country, 
If, the Plan does not go far enough, let ·us try to improve it 
and take it further,· Nothing . prevents us from dein~r . so except 
our own Jack: of resources or' incapacity; · If we can do more 
or go ahead faster, we should certainly attempt ii:. 

30. We talk of the ,possibility-of war, but, as a matter 
of fact, wars are g.oing. on .in various Jl'lrts of ·the world-in . 
Korea, in Indo-Chin'a and · elsewhere, They are serious 
enough, . though from the woild · point of view they may be · 

' . 
Iia:nited in scope, As you know, we . have been intensely · 
interested in the promotion of peace. We have rtot tried to 
interfere. and ~e have no desire- to play a dramatic role, But 
quietly and persistently,. for a· long time past, we have sought 
to help in same way so that the lensian in the Far ·East . 
might be relieved and the threat of world wll,r . might lessen. 
Unfortunately; ·the major changes that bave taken place in 

·the Far East during the last three or four years have not b~en 
fully appreciated. yet ·by many people who- still try to hold 011 

to their ccinception of a world that no longer exists. The 
emergence- ·of China as a .great linified and vital country has 
completely changed the balance·. of power in the Far 'East 
and, to same extent, in the world. The revolution in China· 
was no sudden development, altbougli the final change appeared 
to be sudden and unexpected. That revolution had nearly 40 
years of . history behind it, during wbicb period this great 
country suffered from invas'on ·and civil war, The non-recog
nition by · some countries of this new People's Government 
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of China was a refusal to· see one of !he major and obvious · 
facts of the ·age.' That refUsal' has !elf s'tep·'byf!~tep; tO ·graVe 

· consequences.· · There· cannot' be 'any· ·firia1 settleme.nt in'"the · 
Far East without the ·full re'cognition of this new Chitra. This· 
is not a question of likes and· dislikes: · A · country · or· a 
Government is ;recognised' because: it exists· and. functions' 1 

effectively, not because the p~liiical or economic structure there 
is approved or · liked by otliers~. :'fhe · world can ·only· 'carry 
on if there is acceptance . of the 'fact· that each. couiJtry ·. bas 
freedom to develop according i:o '.its own' way of thinking and : 
there is -no 'interference with it,· · There is far · too much 
interference . today and ·attempts 'to ·impdse' one cOuntry's will 

' on another. 

31. · Durh~g the last sessions of the General Assembly ~f th~ 
United Nati~ns, · a resolution was. put'folwatd' on our: b~balfiii . 
regard to the Korean war. that resGll~tlon: "Ya5 ·llltiaiat,ely 'j)a5s~ l;iy . 
·a very great majority, 'but unfortunately tw•) great countries,' China: . . . . . . . -: '' ' - ·,,.,-,.' ' .. 
and the Soviet Union, did not· accept it. 'And the result i~ thai: the' 
deadlock in . Korea continues. Our res~h:ition ·~as . dieant. as , a: 
proposat to show a way out of this deadlock. It was no mandate. 

· and it was based entirely on tlie Geneva Convention, about which . 
so much has been 'said. It dld not reoognise voluntary· repatriation 
of prisoners, nor· was there arty question of prisoners being ask~ . 
whe~her they. wish 'to return ·or· decline. to do so~ It did not' 
reccgnise the right of asyluinJor p(isoners of 'W;r which appiies 
to political refugees. There wast~ be no scr~ening:of priso.ners. It 
ensured that . an prisoners waul~ be released 'f~om the cusiody ' 
of the detainoing side and in neutral territory._ The 'preSumption ' 
was that they would go back to their country ofo~igin. In fact, · 
repartriation'. would bave . ~e'gun as sao~ as tliese prisoners ' 
were released from.detimtion .• The ~solution did say that if an 
individual· ·prisoner of ~ither side refusc;d to· go ·· over , to his. 
country from the neutral zone, force would 'not be used or obliged 
to be used against him. This i.s fully 'in: aecofdance -with the : 

••. I • 
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·Geneva Convention which does· not lay down an obligation to lift a 
prisoner of \Vt\r physically and put him on the other side ;:n· spite 

-<Jf his opposition, 

32. I do not wish to argue about this resolution. Our 
purpose was not to raise legal quibbles, but to help in. arriving at a . 

-settlement. We ~_Dade an honest attempt and we failed, I think, 
·however, that everi though we failed . then our attempt did some 
·good and may perhaps lead to a more fruitful-result later, So far 
.~s . we are concerned, we shall glady help in every effort which 
might lead to peace. · 

. 83. While there is cold war' between great nations, there is 
·also something very much like a race war. developing in 
Africa: The policy of the South African Government 
'bas been opposed by us in so far as people of Indian origin 
are concerned. That policy bas progressively emphasized racial 
discrimio~tion and indeed the· overlordship of. one race over 
.another. The movemept in South Africa has now become 
-wideSpread and the Africans are taking a leading part in it. It is 
being ca;ried on peacefully in accordance with the technique 
discovered by Gandhiji in South Africa .itself long years ago. While 
,Passive resistance is taking place in South Africa, in East· Africa a 
·very different situation has developed. On the one side, there have 
been terroristic outrages, on the other, severe and · wide~pread 
·repression; I have no desire to _balance these, but I am concerned 
at the grave consequences that are already flowing from this conflict. 
l am exceedingly. sorry that some people in Kenya took to 
-methods of violence which can only do them harm and will not 
strengthen their cause in any way. They have suffered long and I 
-can understand their feeling of utter frustration and despair. But 
·they will not ac\lieve anything by methods of violence, On the 

• .Other hand, repression ·will never solve the problem of Africa. and 
the grave danger is that something}n the nature cif race war:will 
develop and bring disaster in its train. I earnestly hope ~hat a 
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wiser and a 1 more positive a·ppt~ach to these preblems will be
made. It must be understooc) quit~ clearly tha't no doctrine based·. 
on racial inequality 'or ·~acial suppr_~ion can .be t9Jerated for long. 
Ther~ ~ill be n~ peace in ·the wo~ld if ooe race tri~s to dominate-
over another or.one country over another. · · · · 

34 .. We have to deal with our own internal prlJblems in the 
Congress, The mere fact· that our organisation i~ strong and 
wide spread a~d controls Governments, has brought many evil~; 

. in its train. They are the evils of success and we have to be 
very carefull, lest we allow these evils to corrupt and enfeeble
the Congress. During recent Congress delegate elections, many 
su!=h evils came to light, We tried to tackle th_em and have taken• 
stem measures in m~ny places. We propose .to be .vigilant. 
in this matter and I must· ask your fullest co-o:>peration for this
purpose. Some amendments to the Congress Constitution wilf be· 
place.d before you, which are intended to help us in remoVing some 
qf these evils. · · 

. ' 
35, Recently, in · the Patiala and East Punjab States= 

Union, certain developments took place which have distressed me· 
greatly.' They are a warning to ail of us, During the last forty y~ars 
or so of my _public life, I do not know of anything so disgraceful• 
and so degrading-in. our public life as these. recent happenings in' 
Pepsu. If in our passion for pOwer we forget standards of public· 
behaviour and the principles tbat have guided us in the PaSt, then· 
indeed we ar_e doomed and we deserve.to perish. But 'we must not . 
judge the whole ofour organisation by these instances. I ain sure· 
·that there are all over the. county any number of earnest· 
Congressmen' cf high integrity who are carrying on their work 
without expectation of reward or profit, They are the backbone 
of the Congress and are in our true tradition. It is they who give. 
strength and life to this organisation of ours. . 

3t. During the past .. five years we have been trying 
to build up '!tir new. Repu!>li~ We have fai.led in !Jiany things and 
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-we have not succeeded in others in the measure that we desire. 
But. I think I am justified in saying that our record bas been a 

-creditable one, which . can bear compaf!_son with any elsewhere. Let 
· •US. ·remember· ciur failures and try to avriid them in the future, btit 
· let us also keep in ·mind' our successes which h·ave ~ised the 
·reputation an!l credit_ •of the·~untry ·au ovel:~be world We have 
now to carry on. this process and build up in a more conscious, 

.deliberate and planned way, The path has been chalked out. The 
journey, bower, is not an easy one. But then let us remind ourselves 
. oonstanlly 'tba:t we have not been ·used ib the past to soft living 
ot easy reward. We have to develop that old spirit again, tha't . 
temper which forgets self and is not· depressed by any difficulty or . . . 

·temporary lack of sucess. I invite you all to march along this path 
-with good IH:art and faith in the destiny of our coun.try. 



The following resolutio_ns were pa~~e4 in th~ 
58th session of the Indian Natfonal ~ongre~s. 

· held in Hy~era~"d . 
On 17fk and 18th, January 1953.· _ 

I Condolence 
- . 

The Congress expresses its deep sense or sorrow and loss at 
the deaths of: · 

'1 Lala Deshbandhu Gupta Delhi 
2 Shri B. N _ Maheshwari Bombay· 
3 Swami-Goviodana:nd 'Bombay 
4 Shri Shoorji Valladhda.s Bombay 
5 Shri Ramdeo A. Podar Bombay 
6 Sllrl Darbar Gopaldas Desai Gujarat 
7 Sbri Harnarain Bajpai Mahakoshal 
8 Shri Agamdas Mahakoshal 
9 Sbri J aganoatb Shastri Mahakoshal 

10 Shri Chhotelal Gupta- Madhya Bbaratr 
11 Sbii K, G. Masbruwala. Nagpur 
12 Sbri G. M, Thawre Nag pur 
13 Shri S. Vedachala Mudaliar Tamilnad 
14 Shri T. A. R3.maliogam Chettiar Tamilnad 
15 Thakur La! Si_ngh Bhopal 
16 Qazi Ataullah Shah N; W. F. P. 
17 Shri Shivdas Daga Mahakoshal 
18 Shri Badri Nath Dubey Mahakosbal 
19 Shri S!lhib -Singh Gour Vindhya Pradesh· 
20 Shri S. Manohar Rao Hyderabad 
21 Shri M. Ramchandra Rao Hyderaba.d 
22 Shri N. K. Rao Hyderabad 

-23 Shri D. N, Cbaudhury Maharashtra _ 



24: Shri Patti Srirain~Jhl · . . ·' 
25 Shri Ramakrishna Punja 
26 Shri Panda Sant·Ram· 
27 Shri JiwarilaJ Diwan -. 
28 Shri T. Thimmarayappa 
29 Shri Ohewar Kondappa 

· 30 Mufti Kifayatullah 
81 Maulvi Md. ~iddiqi 

n 

· 2 Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan 

Andhra 
·_Karnatak 
Plmj~b 
Gujarat 

· Mysore 
Mysore 
Delhi 
Sind 

This Congress bas learnt with "great concern of the continuing 
illness of Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan, who has. beeri kept in· prison 
in Pakistan for the last five years, . Khan Saheb's memory is 
cherished both in India and. Pakistan as a man of truth and peace, 
and as one of the bravest and noblest soldiers of freedom ·whose 
life has been a shining example of service and sacrifice, and who 

taught the brave Pathans ·the way c( non~violence and peaceful 
struggle for_ righteous c;aus~ It is a grievous· tragedy that the 
man who helped .greatly in bringing freedom to India and Pakistan 
and whom any nation would .have delighted to honour, should 
become a victim of the very independence that his labours help~d 
to bring. In the days of India's subjection to foreign rule, he 
spent the best years of his life in the hard prisons of the North 
W es~ Frontier -Province. Tlie same priso_ns have claimed him 
e'•en after independence, and not even his continuing imd grave 
illness has brought him release fr&m this ·une~ding confine"!ent, 

This Congre~s sends its ~espectful greeting's and homage to 
Khan Abdul Ghafl'ar Khan. 

3 ~~~o~~;tn Y~gna 
The annual session ofthe l~dian National,Congressdeeply 

appreciates the. Bboodan Yagna movement started by Acharya 
Vinoba Bhave and appeals to tio· countrymen, specially , tho 
Congress workers, to give aciive -support and . coopcrati~n to this 
movement. It also requests the Central ao<! ~he State . Govern· 
ments to do their best for its success. . . 
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4 Foreign Policy and the World Situation 

The Cengress views with deep concern and grave anxiety 
the ever-growing tension and the deepening crisis in the relations 
betwe~n the Great Powers who have aligned themselves in rh·al 
power blocs, engaged in a " cold war" and poised to strike with 
their unprecedented armed might ever mounting to greater 
dimensions and intensity, and threatening destruction to themselves 

and to the rest of the world. 

While nations and governments are not seeking war 
and the peoples of the world, including those of the coun!rit>s in 
the rival blocs, earnestly <lesire peace, the accumulation of and race 
in armaments continue. The campaign and the psychology of 
hatred and distrust, and the acceptance by the Great Powers, as 
the basis of their policy, that preparation for large scale and total 
war alone can lead to the prevention of war, have resulted in grave, 
incalculable and present risk to wodd peace. This has not only 
rendered the desires of the common people for peace ineffective, 
but has increasingly turned the minds of nations and peoples to 
the acceptance of war preparations as necessary and war itself as 
almost inevitable. Thus their thoughts and minds are orientated in 
the direction of war. 

Unceasing endeavour should be made to bring about a change 
in the opposite direction, creating a climate of peace, and a change 
in the approach of nations and governments to one another, and ·ds 
between groups of them, in the direction of reconciliation rather 
than conflict and iJOwer grouping, so that the great objectives 
embodied in the Charter of the United Nations and its original 
purposes may be attained and war prevented, 

To this end, greater interchange and freedom of intercourse 
between nations, particularly bl!lween those who now stand separa
ted by the cold war and by other conflicts, should be encouraged; 
progressive and positive action to bring about a degree of disar-
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"(llarnent, and cessation of hostile propaganda and of campaigns of 
•bate and suspicion, is necessary; and definite initiativ~s should be 
taken to resolve at le~st some of the outstanding issues which stand 
-dead-locked in world· aflairs, The broadening. of the United 
Nations Organisation, by the admission of States .whose applications 
have been pending for. many yc:ars, and the representation of 
·China being regularised by the real Government of China taking 
its place in the United Nations, are essential first steps of grave 
.urgency. 

The Congress appreciates the considerable achievements of 
the United N atiohs Organisation in the social, economic and 
humanitarian field, even though they fall far short, measured against 
the needs and distress of mankind on the one hand and the poten
-tialities of the earth and the advance of human knowledge on the 
other. 

While recognising the advance made in colonial field during 
the past few years .towards the liberation of subject peoples, 
.and for their welfare and progress, the Congress is of opinion that 
this is inadequate and deplores that some national movements for 
freedom are being forcibly suppressed, Colonialism, inevitably 
accompanied by race hatred and conflict, exploitation and 
·international rivalry, is a continuing cau;e of war and human 

mi~ery and should be ended. 

The Congress records its appreciation of and support to the 
Government of India in pursuing steadfastly unhindered by 
set backs inducements and provocations, the policy of peace and 
·int:rnatio:1al co-operation, and non-alignment with P~wer Blocs, a.nd 
urcres the Government to continue to pursue thrs course whrch 
al:ne enables it to make positive contribution towards international 

d l d
. d world peace It records its appreciation of the ·un ers an mg an · 

a 'th Government of India in regard to the Korean peace euorts or e . . 
I . h ' 0 partisan and based on mtemataonallaw, ·war, w uc were n n· 
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The people of India, with ·their ricb heritage and traditions
and their newly-won freedom, have in this time of world crisis a duty 
to the cause of world peace,. That duty they will best discharge by 
ridding themselves and their national life of all complexes of fear, 
intolerance, distrust and hatred and by freeing themselves of" 
economic. dependence· on others, By the performance of this duty 
they will not only serve their own country but will also serve the 
larger causes of the world, · 

5 South Africa • 

The. Congress reiterates its admirat((.jand its appreciation of· 
the Satyagraha movement in South Africa against racial discrimina
tion to which the overwhelming majority of the people ~f South 
Africa are subjected by the Government of the Union, 

The Congress notes with deep satisfaction that Gandhiji's· 
message of non-violent resistan,ce to evil has taken root in South· 
Africa and further that in the struggle against oppression and 
racial ~iolence, Africans, Europeans, peo,;:les of mbced racial descent 
and Indians have made common cause, thus meeting the twin 
evils of racial discrimination and violence by racial co-operation and• 
non-violence. . 

The Government of the Union of South Africa continues to
ftout world public opinion even as embodied in the moderate· 
resolutions of the United Nations Organisation which 
only calls upon the Union Government to enter into negotia
tions and allow tbe facts of racial discrimination to be examined~ 
The Government of South Africa has thus given further evidence· 
that she does not respect the principles of human rights to which 
the civilised world has given its approval and also that she dare· 
not allow the light of reason or of truth .to be directed to its offences
against the laws of humanity and the conduct of civilised natiens. 

The Congress congratulates the 'Satyagrahis in the Unioll' 
and those who cooperate with them on their courage and deter-



mination as well as on the ~xample which they are setting of 
racial and communal aminiy and co-operation which alone .c:~n lead 
to ~ability and progress ~n a ·multi-radiai society. · 

. ' ' 

The Congress trusts that South Africans of Indian origin will, 
continue to give·their whole7hearted suppQit to tbe Satyag.rahis. 
and share their sacrifices-in· such ways as may be opened to each. 
one o(t.hem, 

The Congres~ further calls upon. the ·civilised nations and' 
peoples o( the world -to look upon the couraaeous straggle of the . . . c . 

Satyagrabis in South Africa as a struggle of mankind for freedo~ 
~~ opportunity and racial equality and tolerance carried out iiJ the 
way of truth and pe~c~. and to express their. sympathy . with th~ 
victims of the racial palicies of the Ul)iOll G~vernment and to-
extend _to the resfsters e~ery possible support. -

'6 ~The Five-Year Plan 

The ·most important and 11rgen_t task before .the coli_nt;y is· to-
ensure ec;no~ic; advance for tbe nation and to raise the living 
standards of the pe()ple. with a view . to ending poverty and un
employment by greater prqduction and equitable distribution, and 
thus realise the objective of -social justice and equality laid down in
the Con>titutlon, To this end all the resgurces of the nation must 
'be directed in a planned manner, aiming more particularly. at pro
viding productive employment for all, so that everyone becomes a. 
partner in the welfare state, ~baring in its burdens and benefits-
alike. . · . 

The Congre~s welc~mes the first Five Year Plan, the adoption
of which is an event of great significance and promise for the· 
·.people of India, a~ it initiates a process of planned economic deve· 
lopment of the-country with the purpose of realising ·progressively 
the.objectiv~s aimed at. ~be Plan is· !l realistic and flexible
approach to this great problem and its full implementation will lay 
the sound foundation of rapid progre5s in the future. 
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-The Congress agrees that the programme for rural develop· 
ment and increase in agricultural production in respect of both 
food grains and industrial raw materials.is of the first importance 
-and food self-sufficiency must be realised at the earliest possible 
-date. The Congress welcomes the recommendations in the Plan 
in regard to land· polity and the emphasis laid ~n the expansion 
-and strengthening of village , and small-scale industries,_ artd the 
building ofthe community on co-operative lines, 

The Congress vie_ws the Plan as a first pian ned and important 
step designed to prepa:rci the 'way fotmuch more'i-apid advance 
'On all fronts of national activity :.nd welcomes it as th~ promise 
-of the progressive fulfiltnent of its 'aims and objectives, The Plan 
-depends for its success on the cooperation· of the people i:t the 
!largest measure in every phase and at every stage of the process 
-of implementation. · It is a call - to the country and an 
•invitation for leadership at all levels to mobilise this co-operation 
•and voluntary effort of the people. To this great enterprise and 
magnificent adventure of building up New India, the Congress 
.invites all the people of .the country; 

:7 Disapproval of Communal. Activities 

.The· Congre~s reiterates' ·its ·faith· in· the •way of peace and 
·the methods c:if persuasion for-. the solution of outstanding 
problems, national and international. 

In view ·of --the repeated attempts on the part of certain 
groups in the country to rouse com'!lunal bitterness by the 
•reiteration of slogans on the basis of religion which tend to turn · 
-the . though_ts of men to violence and conflict,- this Congress 
-expresses its disapproval and condemnation of these activities, 
which retard the growth of good feeling aud mutual toler'lmce 
.alllongst people professing different religions, td 'which the 
·Congress is irrevocably pledged, The activities of such groups 
in Indian union in regard to the minorities in East Pakistar1 who. 

. ' 
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suffer so much from the . policY. of the Paki~tan Government · do 
not promote in any way t!Je interests of these minorities.but make 
the settlement . of the problem more difficult and further binder 
the regulated and progres~ive r;babilitation of refugees from East . · 
Pakistan. .. 

-The. Conl.\ress notes with . deep regret the interference of 
•orne communal organisations in the affairs· of Jammu and Kashmir 
State, w)lich is fraught with grave evil, and hopes· that the people 
of the State will not allow themselves to be misled by such. 
propaganda which can. only· lead to the disintegration of the State 
and' most unfort~nate Consequences,· 

8 Reorganisation of States \ 

The Congres;s approves of the step~ taken by the Government 
of India . in: the matter of the formation of a separate· Andhra 
State. These·. steps are in accordance with the policy iaid down 

·in the Congress M~nifesto and the Report ol the Linguistic 
· Provinces Committee appointed by the J aipur Congress. 

While confirming· that policy; the Congress ·would draw 
special attention to the . other. factors which . must be taken into 
consideration in any· reorganisation of the present States in India, 
such as the unity of India,. national security and defence, !inancial 
consideration and economic progreSs, not only of_ the whole nation, . 
but of each Stat~. The .succe5sful implementation of the Five 
Year Plan must always be kept in· view. Any further steps in 
the direction of reorganisation of States on the basis of language 
or any other_'basis will naturally:depend on the stabilisation of the 

Andhra State, ' · 

9 Changes in the Congress Constitution· 

This Congress ~atifies ~.the changes made by the ·All lndi~ 
Congress Commi~tee at its session at Indore in the Constitutio~ of 
the Congress. In view of certain irregularities and malpracuces 
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that have beenr~ported fr~m some parts of the country in connec-' 
tioli with the election of· delegates .for the Congress and in the 
enrolment of members, the Congress directs ,the Worlcing Com
mittee to review the· e~tire question of enrolment of members; 
and elections, and other matters, with a view to suggesting such 
-changes. in the · Constitution that may be found necessary to, 
maintain the integrity and efficiency in the working of the organi-. 
sation. The Working Committee ma.y appoint a special Committee · 
for this purpose, ·'The Wor~ing Committee will forward its_ 
recomendations to the All India Cqngress .Committee. which is 
authorized to take ,necessary steps under article XXX for the 
amendment of the Constitution, 

10 Ceylon 

This Congress views with grave concern tile latest develop-. . / . 
ments in Ceylon in regard to the people of Indian origin, who have 
long been residents there and who have not been or who are no 
longer citizens of India. The administrative measure and economic 
sanctions taken against these people have not only caused them 
considerable hardship but intend to make them stateless and thus 
create a grave situation. The Congress is of opinion that these · 
measures of the Ceylon Government are not in· conformity with · 
jus_tice or internat.ional practice, and appeals to the Government o( 
Ceylon to give further con~ic1eration to this question which is not 
only important because it affects large numbers of people, but 
comes i.n the way of the. friendly and co-operative relations which 
should exist between such near neighbours as India and Ceylon 
which have had so much in common from immemorial tim_es, 
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